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The National Institutes of
Health has awarded a $1.6 million
grant to a veteran University of
Memphis researcher for a four-year
study of sleep problems among the
aged.
Dr. Kenneth L. Lichstein's project, funded by the National
Institute on Aging, is aimed at finding ways of treating chronic insomnia in the elderly without
medications. Lichstein will use more
than 100 participants for the study,
which will be conducted in conjunction with Methodist Hospital's Sleep
Center.
His latest study was preceded
by three pilot studies that began in
the early 1990s. "As people grow
older, they actually need less sleep,"
Lichstein said. "But many of them
think that unless they get at least
eight hours a night, they aren't getting enough sleep."
Lichstein has developed a num-

ber of alternative therapies
designed to help people sleep without drugs. The latest research project will test those methods, as
described in his book, Treatment of
Late Life Insomnia, which will be
published early next year.

Supreme Court Speakers
Tennessee Supreme Court
Justice Janice M. Holder lectured to
U of M law students in February, as
part of the Student Bar Association's 1999 speakers series at the
Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law.
State Rep. Tre Hargett (BBA '91)
also spoke to the law students as
part of the lecture series.
Holder, a former Memphis
lawyer and Circuit Court judge who
was appointed to the high court in
1996, discussed how to get a case
before the justices in Nashville.
Hargett's talk dealt with victims' rights legislation. A mortgage

A Northwestern University professor who has lived in refugee camps
in Thailand and in the headquarters
of a Chicago street gang was the keynote speaker at the University's 1999
Urban Communication Conference.
Dr. Dwight Conquergood's talk,
dealing with violence inherent in
mainstream culture, opened the twoday conference at the Fogelman
Executive Center. Sponsored by the
Department of Communication, the
conference focused on "Violence,
Conflict and Community: the Need
for Humane Communication."
Among the speakers were Dr.
Gerry Vanderhaar, professor emeritus of Christian Brothers University;
Marie Saliba of the M.K. Gandhi
Institute for Nonviolence; and Mike
Gooch of the Exchange Club Family
Center.

discuss his work and his 40-year
career.
Known as the dean of American
scenic designers, Ming Cho Lee also
critiqued design students' portfolios
during his two-day visit.
Lee's work in American theatre,
dance and opera as well as the classroom has established him as the
most influential American set designer since the turn of the century innovations of designer Robert Edmund
Jones.
Currently the Oenslager Chair of
Design at Yale School of Design, Lee
has worked extensively on Broadway,
where he designed the original productions of Hair and K2, at the
Stratford Festival in Ontario, the
New York Shakespeare Festival and
the Metropolitan Opera.
He is a past recipient of the Tony,
Outer Critics Circle, Drama Decks
and Maharam awards.

Eastward Bound!

A leading scholar of African history and the author of 10 books and
50 articles presented the 1999
Memphis Sesquicentennial Fund
Lecture.
Eminent historian Dr. Joseph
Miller presented "Sugar, Slaves and
Plantations: A Historical Approach to
World History in the South Atlantic."
Miller is also an authority on the
Trans-Atlantic slave trade and slavery in the South Atlantic in the early
modern era. He has written a 14,000entry bibliographic series on slavery
and slaving in world history.

The U of M is planning to add a
full range of classes to be offered as
early as this fall in a 35,000 squarefoot facility in Collierville donated by
the Carrier Corp.
"This is a great opportunity for
us," said Dr. Dan Lattimore, interim
vice provost for extended programs.
"The University would offer a full
range of classes for as many as 2,000
or 3,000 students."
Lattimore said The U of M will
offer a variety of credit and noncredit classes days, nights and weekends. The campus will feature computers and high-tech equipment in
each classroom. Distance learning
classrooms will televise courses being
taught at the University's main
campus.

Set Designer

At the Summit

One of the foremost set designers
in America visited the Department of
Theatre and Dance in February to

A University of Memphis professor was one of about 200 people
nationwide invited to participate

African Scholar

in Vice President Al Gore's National Summit on 21st Century Skills
for 21st Century Jobs in Washington.
Dr. Carrie B. Lenburg, who holds
the Loewenberg Chair of Excellence
in Nursing, represented the nursing
profession at the meeting at George
Washington University.
The summit addressed ways to
prepare workers for the anticipated
high-technology demands of the next
century.
Lenburg was chosen to attend
the meeting by the American
Nursing Association. A fellow of the
American Academy of Nursing, she is
an authority on adult and distance
learning. She formerly was dean of
the external degree program in nursing in Albany, N.Y.

Fulbright Fellow
A University of Memphis faculty
member has been chosen to go to
South Africa for a year as a Fulbright
professor at Fort Hare University.
Dr. Surendra P. Agrawal, a professor of accountancy, is one of about
2,000 teachers, professors and scholars chosen by the J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board
this year. The Fulbright program,
administered by the U.S. Information
Agency, is America's flagship educational exchange program.
A member ofThe U ofM faculty
since 1982, Agrawal will teach
accounting and help Fort Hare
University develop a Master of
Business Administration degree program. He will also help the business
faculty upgrade their teaching
skills.
Agrawal, a graduate of Agra
University in India, earned a master's degree and doctorate at the
University of Florida. He has taught
at the National University of
Singapore, The Ohio State
University, Wright State University
and Florida International University.
He has written 11 books and 47

POSTMASTER: &nd address ehanges tn Offire of Public Relations, The
University of Memphis, Campus Box 526635, Memphis, TN 38152-6635.
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Book Review. Her text, Writing
Fiction, is used in more than 300 colleges and universities.
Allen Wier, a recipient of a
Dobie-Paisano Fellowship in addition
to his Guggenheim, also presented a
workshop and reading during his
visit to campus. He is the author of a
collection of stories, Things About to
Disappear, and three novels, Blanco,
Departing as Air and A Place for
Outlaws. In 1997 he received the
Chubb Life America Robert Penn
Warren award, conferred by the
Fellowship of Southern Writers.
Wier's work has appeared in
Southern Review, Ploughshares and
the New York Times.

The free lecture was part of a series
presented by the Marcus W. Orr
Center for the Humanities.
Born in Panama and raised in
Jamaica, Thompson was an elementary school teacher before serving in
England's Royal Air Force during
World War II. He has practiced law in
England, Africa and Jamaica, where
he was appointed a Queen's Counsel
and elected president of the Jamaican
Bar Association.
Thompson has held top offices in
the Jamaican government and has
represented Jamaica at the United
Nations and in several African
nations. His publications include a
book, From Kingston to Kenya, and
several articles on Africa.

Administrative Changes
Provost J. Ivan Legg appointed
Dr. Donna R/andall as interim senior
vice provost for academic affairs.
Randall, dean of the Fogelman
College of Business and Economics,
succeeded Dr. Sidney McPhee, who
moved to Nashville to become vice
chancellor for academic affairs at the
Tennessee Board of Regents. Dr.
James Wetherbe, who holds the
Federal Express Chair of Excellence
in Management Information Systems
at the Fogelman College, is interim
dean.
As senior vice provost, Randall
assumed a critical role in the academ-

From Jamaica to Memphis
Ambassador Dudley J. Thompson
spoke on "Law and Post-Colonialism"
at The University of Memphis this
spring.
Thompson's talk included a discussion of slavery and reparations.
The free lecture was part of a series
presented by the Marcus W. Orr
Center for the Humanities.
Born in Panama and raised in
Jamaica, Thompson was an elementary school teacher before serving in
England's Royal Air Force during
World War II. He has practiced law
in England, Africa and Jamaica,
where he was appointed a Queen's
Counsel and elected president of the
Jamaican Bar Association.
Thompson has held top offices in
the Jamaican government and has
represented Jamaica at the United
Nations and in several African
nations. His publications include a
book, From Kingston to Kenya, and
several articles on Africa.

And the Question Is ...
Associate professor of French
William Thompson remembers much
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And the Question Is ...

University of Memphis center Tamika Whitmore ended one of the most brilliant careers in Lady Tiger history by finishing as the nation's leading scorer with a 26.5 points-per-game average. Whitmore, named to several All-America fists
including Associated Press, Women's Basketball Journal and U.S. Basketball Writers, also set a single-game scoring
record by a Lady Tiger by tossing in 45 points in a postseason contest against Arkansas State. She finished her
career with 2,488 points, second only to Betty Booker's 2,835 points, set in the fate 1970s. Whitmore also participated
in the Women's Basketball Coaches Association All-Star Game, which features the nation's top women's basketball
players. She is expected to continue her career in the WNBA, as one of the top draft choices in the nation. (Photo by
Troy Glasgow)

Associate professor of French
William Thompson remembers much
of his appearance on the game show
Jeopardy! as "just a blur." But getting
to watch himself compete on television brought back much about the
taping he didn't remember.
"Everything is so serious-it is
nerve-racking for the contestants,"
said Dr. Thompson, who came away
as Jeopardy! champion twice. ''You
have to be on your toes. Everything
goes by really fast. You are so focused
on competing you don't notice a lot ·
about the taping."
Thompson won easily on the first
show, but it took answering "Final
Jeopardy" correctly the second show
to extend his visit.
Thompson, who won $18,300 in
cash and several prizes, said many of
his colleagues knew of his appearance
and watched. "But I also got calls and
e-mails from people who didn't know I
was going to be on who were watching."

THE U NIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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ic mission of the University, Legg
said.
Randall is a former sociologist
whose interest in white-collar crime
led her into a career as a management professor. She came to The
U of M in 1995 from Washington
State University, where she had been
chair of the Department of Management and Systems.
Wetherbe is an internationally
known authority on information technology. He joined The U of M faculty
in 1993 after 14 years at the
University of Minnesota. As chair
holder, Wetherbe directs the FedEx
Center for Cycle Time Research, a
research group dedicated to using
computers and other technology to
speed the flow of information and
reduce paperwork and needless activity.

Twister Assistance

Members of the Red Hawk Singers teamed with some
of Memphis' culinary experts at the Chefs and Chiefs
Dinner, a gala event held in March at The Peabody
Hotel. Proceeds from the sold-out affair benefited
Chucalissa Archaeological Museum. Guests dined on
Native American-inspired cuisine created by chefs from
Automatic Slim's, Chez Philippe, Ciefo, Erling Jensen's,
La Toure/le, Ronnie Grisanti and Sons, and the
University Club. The Red Hawk Singers performed at
the event, which included a silent auction. Chucalissa's
C.H. Nash Museum and archaeological site are open to
the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday and 1 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. For more information about Chucafissa, call 9011785-3160. (Photo by
Larry Inman)

The University of Memphis
spearheaded an effort to help Austin
Peay State University students
affected by the tornado that struck
the Clarksville, Tenn., campus on
Jan. 22.
The U of M, Rhodes College and
State Technical Institute at Memphis
joined to collect money, clothing and
supplies for Austin Peay students
who lost belongings during the tornado.
"It's terrific to see like-minded
thinking throughout the education
community in Memphis," said Bud
Richey, U of M interim director of student leadership.
Student Affairs and Enrollment
Services and other University divisions stepped in to help after the
U of M Residence Life department
conceived the project, Richey said.
The effort quickly spread across cam-
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pus, and other Memphis institutions of higher learning were invited to participate.

first journalist to expose the savings
and loan scandal, the Iran/Contra
arms for hostages deal and numerous
other major stories.
Anderson's appearance was
sponsored by the Society of Professional Journalists and student
activity fees.

Erdos Lecture
William Timothy Gowers, a
winner of the prestigious Fields
Medal in mathematics, delivered
the 1999 Erdos Memorial Lecture at
The University of Memphis in
March.
The Rouse Ball Professor of
Mathematics at Cambridge
University was one of four winners
of the 1998 Fields Medals, the highest scientific award for mathematicians.
Gowers won his medal for his
contributions to an area of mathematics known as functional analysis.
While he was studying for his
doctorate at Cambridge, Gowers
studied under Dr. Bella Bollabas,
who now holds the J abie Hardin III
Chair of Excellence in
Combinatorics at The University of
Memphis.
The Erdos Lecture Series honors the late Dr. Paul Erdos, who
was one of the world's leading
mathematicians. Erdos frequently
worked with members of the mathematics faculty during his visits to
The U of M where he was an
adjunct professor.

Still Trying
A man who has been trying for
three decades to clear his father's
name in a sensational murder case
that inspired a movie and a television series discussed the nation's
criminal justice system at the
Fogelman Executive Center.
Sam Reese Sheppard recently
won the right to sue the state of
Ohio for the wrongful imprisonment
of his father, Dr. Sam Sheppard,
who was convicted of the 1954 slaying of his pregnant wife, Marilyn.
The elder Sheppard spent 10 years
in prison before famed defense
6

Osborn Runs

Rev. Howard Finster, who calls himself "God's Last Red Light" and a "Second Noah," is one of the world's most famous set/taught artists. This visionary folk artist, who created Paradise Garden in Georgia, traveled to Memphis in April to participate in a silk-screen demonstration with U of Mprintmaker Wayne Simpkins, meet students, preach and play his banjo. Jeff
Cline, an assistant professor in the Commercial Music Department, also recorded Finster's singing voice for use in an
interactive CD-ROM being created by Dr. Carol Crown & Sandra Lowrance, faculty members in the Art Department. (Photo
by Elizabeth Jane Walker)

attorney F. Lee Bailey won his
acquittal following a 1966 retrial
ordered by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Sheppard, haunted by whispers
that he had gotten away with
murder, denied his guilt and contended that the murderer was a
"bushy-haired" man who overpowered him and killed his wife during
a burglary. The case later inspired
a movie, The Fugitive, and a television series of the same name.

Mothers Survive Welfare and LowWage Work.
The lecture was part of the
Women, Work, Poverty and Welfare
Reform series presented by the
Center for Research on Women. The
series underscores how educated
citizens must discern between political rhetoric and sound policymaking and emphasizes the contributions of empirical research to
public discussion.

Welfare Reform

Freedom of Info

A lecture that examined the
welfare reform debate took place
in February on The U ofM campus.
Dr. Kathryn Edin, assistant
professor of sociology at the
University of Pennsylvania, presented "The New World of Welfare
Reform. " Edin is also co-author
of Making Ends Meet: How Single

Syndicated columnist Jack
Anderson discussed investigative
reporting and journalists' role in
uncovering government scandal
during the 18th Annual Freedom of
Information Congress at The U ofM
in March.
Anderson's column "Merry Go
Round" appears in more than 800
newspapers each day. He was the
TH E UN I VERS IT Y OF MEMPH I S

A lecture examining the idealistic 1970 congressional campaign
of University of Memphis professor
emeritus Michael M. Osborn took
place in March.
Former U of M professor Calvin
McGee, now professor of communication at the University of Iowa, presented "Osborn to Congress: 1970,
Idealism and Reality in Memphis
Campaign Rhetoric" as part of the
Osborn Communication Lecture
Series.
Osborn ran for the 9th District of
Tennessee seat in 1970, which is currently held by Harold Ford Jr. McGee
and other U of M faculty participated
in the campaign.

Tiger Merchandise
Many University of Memphis
alumni have requested a way to order
U of M merchandise by mail.
Champion Awards, the Athletic
Department's official merchandise
supplier, has a brochure of items
bearing University of Memphis logos,
insignias and name. Items for sale
include shirts and sweatshirts, caps,
umbrellas, mugs and stuffed animals.
Tiger athletic programs receive 30
percent of all sales.
To obtain a brochure, write to
Champion Awards, 3649 Winplace
Road, Memphis, TN 38118; call
901/365-4830 or 800/242-6781 ; or
send a fax to 901/365-2796.

Town Meeting
A University of Memphis professor appeared with U.S. Education
SPR I NG 1999

Secretary Richard Riley on a
nationally televised satellite town
meeting in March.
Dr. Steven Ross, a professor of
education and a nationally recognized
authority on school evaluation, and
Dr. Hugh E. Burkett, superintendent
of the Clover Park School District
near Tacoma, Wash. , discussed comprehensive approaches to school
improvement with Riley before an
audience of parents, teachers , students and administrators.
More than 360 school districts ,
communities and educational institutions were linked by satellite to the
Littleton, Colo., studio where the
town meeting originated.
Ross was chosen to participate in
the program because of his work evaluating the restructuring of Memphis
schools in recent years. Ross testified
before Congress last year about how
the city school system has adapted to
the changes brought about by the
restructuring.

Exiles Lecture
Two exiled scholars from the former Yugoslavia discussed the repression of academic and intellectual
freedom in their native country as
part of a special Marcus W. Orr colloquium.
Dubravka Ugresic and Zoran
Milutinovic presented a picture of
the lack of intellectual life in Bosnia
and Kosovo, formerly part of
Yugoslavia. Ugresic is an eminent,
internationally known literary critic
and scholar and author of 15 books
who is living in exile. Milutinovic,
recently fired from Belgrade
University for speaking up against
the current regime, is a distinguished
literary scholar.
The dissolution of the former
Yugoslavia has produced waves of
ethnic, religious and nationalist
violence, culminating in military
action by the United States and
other countries; Bosnia and Kosovo
are linked with atrocities and crimes
against humanity.

Prof's Premiere
An exploration of music composition and a discussion of a new work
by U ofM professor John Baur highlighted a lecture in March at the
Fogelman Executive Center.
Dr. Baur discussed String
Quartet No. 3, a requiem he wrote in
memory of his parents in 1998. He
examined the process of writing a
musical work, and how that process
is influenced by the medium of a
string quartet. Baur also discussed
the intimate nature of the string
quartet as a genre. The Ceruti
Quartet performed Baur's new piece
March 30 in Harris Auditorium.
The talk was part of the Insights
Lecture Series sponsored by the
Marcus W. Orr Center for the
Humanities.

Perfect 36
AU of M history professor
brought the past to life in a lecture
dealing with the 19th- and early
20th-century development of the
women's movement in Tennessee.
Dr. Janann Sherman presented
"The Perfect 36," which chronicled
the long road to ratification of
women's suffrage in the Tennessee
legislature in 1920. Sherman's lecture
drew from a book she co-authored
with the late Carol Lynn Yellin, The
Perfect 36: Tennessee Delivers Woman
Suffrage.
The ratification events Sherman
spoke on were pivotal because
Tennessee became the 36th state in
the union to ratify the 19th
Amendment. Sherman addressed how
the movement launched by Elizabeth
Cady Stanton in 1848 ended in the
Tennessee General Assembly 72 years
later.
The lecture was part of a series
sponsored by the Marcus W. Orr
Center for the Humanities.
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need to know what to buy and where to go."' Pruitt
spent more than 1,000 hours with the curator, learning all he could about etchings, lithographs, woodcuts,
drypoints and engravings. His mentor introduced
Pruitt to a group of dealers that sell almost exclusively to museums.
"I had as much knowledge of art as this thing
does," laughs Pruitt, as he hefts a tape dispenser into
the air and discusses his first purchase. One cold
February day in 1989, Krause invited the Pruitts to
join the Indianapolis museum's staff in a meeting with
an art dealer. The Pruitts were overwhelmed by the
pieces offered for sale: works by such masters as
Manet, Whistler and Toulouse-Lautrec. The couple
decided to purchase two etchings. "I remember writing
that check out for $1,100. I was scared to death,"
Pruitt says. "I kept asking the
curator, 'Should we be doing
this? Is this right? We don't
know anything."' Krause reassured the anxious couple by
saying, ''You don't need to
know anything. All you need to
know is who to know. Do you
know anything about surgery?
No. All you need to know is
who's the good surgeon. It's the
same thing here. All you need
to know is who is the really
good art dealer. And this guy is
one of the best."
The Pruitts' collection has
grown to encompass about 70
works, and the couple's interFROM PROSELYTES TO
ests
have expanded to include
PROFESSIONALS
vintage
photographs by such
A simple decorating
masters
as Ansel Adams and
dilemma transformed Pruitt
Imogen
Cunningham.
Their
from a struggling young busicollection
has
been
exhibited
at
ness professor into an art
the
Art
Museum
of
The
aficionado. In 1988, he and
University of Memphis, the
his wife, Mary, bought a new
Sheldon Swope Art Museum
Emma
Rasmussen,
an
etching
by
Swedish
artist
Anders
Zorn,
home in Indiana and began
1904.
and the Leah Ransburg Art
shopping for artwork to adorn
Gallery in Indiana, the Tampa
their bare walls. The couple's
(Fla.)
Museum
of
Art,
the
Dixon Gallery and Gardens
interest in fine art was piqued when they visited a
in
Memphis,
and
the
Greater
Lafayette (Ind.)
gallery that was selling Rembrandt etchings.
Museum
of
Art.
Exhibits
are
scheduled
at the Georgia
Intrigued by the possibility of owning such works,
Museum of Art and the Lauren Rogers Museum of Art
Pruitt called curator Martin Krause at the
in Mississippi. "We typically lend the collection out to
Indianapolis Museum of Art.
only one museum a year," Pruitt says, "seeing as the
"It was really a funny phone call," recalls Pruitt.
walls of our home are completely bare when the collec"I said, 'Mr. Krause, I'm just a lowly professor but I
tion is out on tour."
want to find out if I can buy museum-quality things
and hang them on my wall.' I expected an uproarious
guffaw. But, in fact, he said, 'Sure you can. You just

r. Stephen Pruitt's eyes burn with evangelical
zeal as he discusses his avocation. This U of M
finance professor is not preaching about
research techniques or sermonizing on business theories-he's talking about art.
An avid collector of original prints and photographs, Pruitt is the enthusiastic head of the
Memphis Print Club, an organization based in
The U of M's Art Museum. With humor, dedication
and an energy verging on religious fervor, Pruitt converts artistic infidels into devotees of museum-quality
objects.
"We want people to learn that they can own fine
art," Pruitt says. "Most people assume that true,
museum-quality art is far beyond the means of ordinary citizens. But with relatively modest investments
-starting at hundreds of dollars instead of many thousands-you can compete with
major art museums in purchasing original prints and
photographs.
"It is so much fun to buy
the same art that the greatest
museums in the world are
hanging on their walls,"
Pruitt continues. "And that
you and I can do it is the
shocking part. It doesn't take
as much money as you would
ordinarily think."
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Westminster Bridge ou Westminster Clock Tower, an etching, drypoint, aqualint and roulette done by French artist Felix
Buhot in 1884.

PASSION AND PEDAGOGY

Although he may seem obsessed with art collecting, Pruitt is highly respected in the world of academia. At The University of Memphis, he teaches
Executive MBA students as well as undergraduates.
Last year, Pruitt won the top research award from the
Fogelman College of Business and Economics. An article in The Journal of Finance ranked him as one of
the nation's top scholars in his area in terms of scholarly citations of his work and number of articles published. Since receiving his doctorate, Pruitt has
published more articles per year than any other full
professor in his discipline.
Barbara Brown (BBA '95), manager of the Village
Toymaker in Germantown, Tenn., met Pruitt when
she enrolled in his honors finance class, and has since
become friends with the professor and his family.
Brown counts Pruitt as one of her favorite teachers at
The U of M. "He bounces off the wall," she says, when
describing Pruitt's fast-paced teaching style. "He definitely keeps your attention. I've never had a class
with that much energy." Eventually, Brown became
another of Pruitt's converts and joined the Memphis
Print Club.
Pruitt's didactic skills enable him to spread the
gospel of print collecting to groups ranging from Girl
Scout troops to seasoned art collectors. He patiently
explains to the uninformed the difference between
original prints and mere reproductions: "Original
prints are made using one of several techniques such
SPRING 1999

as etching, lithography or woodcut," he says. "So long
as the plate, stone or wood block that was created by
the artist is used to print the image on the paper, the
resulting printed image is known as an original print.
Reproductions-the "art" sold by virtually all frame
shops and many 'art dealers' as 'signed, limited-edition prints'-are photographically reproduced, have
no artistic value whatsoever and are not collected or
exhibited by art museums; they are sold to a mass
market which incorrectly assumes it is buying real
art."
Most of the world's great painters produced
important original prints, says Pruitt, who points to
Rembrandt, Picasso, Matisse, Goya, Diirer and
Warhol. "All of the work by these artists is actively
collected and exhibited by major art museums around
the world," he says, "and it is all available for purchase by you and me."
Bob Bolton (BA '75), a social worker with the
Veterans Administration, collects prints by 19th century French artist James Jacques Joseph Tissot
because of their beauty and affordability. "Tissot has
beautiful oil paintings," Bolton explains. "His works
go for half a million dollars and up. But you can get
a good, solid, hand-signed etching of his for $2,000.
It's still a lot of money, you don't purchase it lightly,
and you want to make sure you're getting the best
possible print for your money-but, $2,000 versus
half a million? If you want to collect art, that's how
you go."
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Dr. Stephen and Mary Pruitt, who began collecting fine art in 1989, visit an exhibit of their collection at the Dixon Gallery. Dozens of other works owned by members of the Memphis Print
Club have been exhibited at the Dixon, as well. (Photo by Don Reber)

SPREADING THE GOSPEL

Pruitt says his tutelage by the Indiana curator
inspired him to help other neophytes enter the collecting arena. "With the Memphis Print Club, I get to take
people under my wing and pass on the knowledge I've
gained. Hopefully it will spread like a cancer throughout the city of Memphis," he says, with a grin.
Founded four years ago, the Memphis Print Club
attracts individuals who want to learn about or collect
etchings and lithographs. Some club meetings feature
lectures by experts from around the country, while
other gatherings consist of a show-and-tell format in
which collectors show their acquisitions and discu~s
their artistic significance. Art dealers visit the club
twice a year; that's when members have an opportunity to buy items for their collections. "Generally the
dealer will bring several million dollars' worth of original prints," Pruitt explains.
The $35 voluntary membership dues are pooled
with other contributions, and the club uses the proceeds to purchase one print each year for The U of M's
Art Museum. "We've gotten some wonderful prints: a
spectacular Gerald Brockhurst etching and works by
John Sloan and Milton Avery," says Leslie Luebbers,
director of the Art Museum. The pieces are rotated
with other items in the museum's permanent collection and undergraduates study the prints as part of
their art classes.
The club has had several shows at the Dixon
Gallery and Gardens. Club members say the exhibits
are an exciting benefit of joining the organization. "It's
so much fun," says Bolton, who has acquired more
than 50 prints since joining the club in 1995. "Just
think: here's a little nobody like me having artwork
shown at the Dixon. It makes me feel good. And it validates taste-it proves that my art piece is worthy of
being shown at a well-known museum."
Not all club members acquire dozens of prints;
some view the organization as a way to learn about art
as they carefully weigh their purchasing options.
Barbara Brown has purchased only one print since
1995: an etching done in 1921 by American master
12

Childe Hassam. But she says she has learned
about the techniques and processes used to
create prints, and her appreciation of the
medium has increased. Brown, who is planning to buy a drypoint by Martin Lewis, says
the cost of original works is minimal compared
to the pleasure they bring the collector. "I can
have something that would normally hang in a
museum hanging in my home for my own
enjoyment," she says. ''You can go to a regular
frame store and pay for a reproduction and
have it framed-or you can pay that same
amount of money for an original."

VISIONARY SPIRIT

Luebbers says the Memphis Print Club is a
healthy offshoot of The University of Memphis Art
Museum. "It's good for all museums to encourage people to look at art and appreciate it and collect it," she
says. "But it's good for our museum because it makes
those people aware of us and what we do. We have the
material benefit of obtaining objects for the
University's collection through the club. And, of
course, it benefits the students, who learn about art
through those objects."
Pruitt says the Memphis Print Club is an asset to
the community as well as a boon to potential collectors. "Everybody wins," he says. "The Dixon gets beautiful shows that are fresh. When our members see
their prints hanging on the walls of the Dixon, it stimulates them to buy more things. Eventually a substantial portion of the art collected will filter down to
museums in this city.
"It's one of the few win-win-win situations that
exist," continues Pruitt. "The club members win the
University wins, and the city of Memphis wins.','

The Memphis Print Club meets approximately
every two months. Voluntary annual dues for the
club are $35, and members are asked to donate 1
percent of the price of any print they purchase to
The University of Memphis Art Museum. All funds
raised through the club are used to purchase fine
art prints for the University's permanent collection.
"It's a very loose-knit organization," Pruitt

says. "We just want people to come out and learn."
For more information, call 901 /678-2224 or
901 /678-4936.
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xcited chatter fades
as the stately strains
of"Pomp and
Circumstance" waft
through The Pyramid.
Fingers point and
cheers erupt among
the spectators in spite
of the ceremony's dignified aura. Nervous graduates gowned in black robes file onto the arena
floor, heads swiveling anxiously to locate loved
ones in the watching throng. Another University
of Memphis commencement has begun.
"There's my son," a woman whispers proudly,
as she points to a spot in the sea of mortarboards.
"He's going to be an engineer."
Her son is about to "walk." In commencement
lingo, that means he will proceed down an aisle,
cross a dais, shake the hands of his college dean
and President V. Lane Rawlins, smile for the photographer and leave the stage as his mother's face
beams with joy. After this brief yet interminable
walk, the son will shed his commencement regalia
and begin a new journey-as a U ofM alumnus.
About 1,750 individuals earned bachelor's

degrees from The U of M during 1998, the year in
which the University conferred its 100,000th
degree. Some of those alumni are continuing their
studies in graduate school, while others are
embarking on careers. Here, nine of last year's
graduates show the diversity and depth of the
University's student body and the quality of the
institution's newest alumni.
WORTHY OF THE SMITHSONIAN

It took Wayne Ashford (BA '98) 40 years to
earn his bachelor's degree, a goal he maintained
after dropping out of high school in the 1950s to
join the U.S. Marine Corps. "My mother always
preached the value of education," says Ashford,
who graduated magna cum laude. "She left me
with a gift you can't buy-the gift of learning."
After earning a G.E.D. and completing his military service, Ashford began working 12 hours a
day as a mail sorter, taking college courses at
night. As he rose to regional marketing manager
for the U.S. Postal Service, he traveled around the
South, taking business courses at local universities. Ashford also discovered he had some artistic
ability, and he began to try his hand at entrepreneurship.
He has designed cufflinks for a U.S. president
and a medallion commemorating the freeing of
American hostages in Iran. He was also commissioned to design 12 limited-edition Postal Service
medallions that are exhibited in the Smithsonian
Institution. The first medallion in the set sold for
$12; it is now worth more than $500.
And then there was Elvis. When the
Associated Press released a story about the commissioning of an official Elvis medallion, orders
poured in from around the world. Ashford worked
nonstop to process the orders. The extra income
helped support his growing family.
"Necessity causes you to do a lot of things, to
look a lot of places," Ashford says. "It's really a
fantasy that things happened the way they did. I
don't try to understand it."

Wayne Ashford
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Kelly R. Middleton

Molly and Lacey McNally

DECORATED FOR HEROISM

A FAMILY AFFAIR

Like Ashford, Kelly R. Middleton (BA '98) didn't waste any time in joining the military. He
enlisted in the Navy three weeks after graduating
from high school. As he traveled the world,
Middleton had plenty of time to ponder his future .
"I needed the experience and the time to mature,"
he says. "If I had started college right after high
school, I probably wouldn't have finished."
During his enlisted service, Middleton worked
as a search-and-rescue swimmer in the South
China Sea, where he helped save 14 sailors from a
ship sinking in 30-foot waves. He graduated in
August wearing dress whites and many decorations, among them the blue, yellow and red ribbon
signifying the Navy Marine Corps Medal, the
Navy's highest peace-time award for heroism. For
his valor, Middleton was chosen to carry the
Olympic torch when it passed through Memphis.
An ROTC platoon commander at The U of M,
Middleton was initially apprehensive about
whether he would succeed as a student. "My experience in college has made me realize that there's
nothing I can't accomplish in this world," he says.
Middleton, who has begun flight school in
Pensacola, Fla., plans to win his Navy pilot's
wings during the next few years.

Molly McNally (BA '98) waited until her 40s
to attend college. Before 1995, time didn't allow
that luxury: she was a single mom raising two
children, working and caring for her mother.
But once she started college, there was no stopping her. Molly graduated in two-and-a-half
years alongside her daughter, Lacey (BS '98),
who finished in two years, never taking less than
20 credit hours a semester. These motivated
women graduated with distinction, with son and
brother Kelsey, a scholarship freshman at The
U of M, looking on.
Molly is currently studying for a Master of
Arts in Teaching degree. Lacey is working on a
master's degree in biology and plans to continue
her education by earning a doctorate in cytogenetics. If everything falls into place, the mother,
daughter and son may "walk" together in
December 2000.
As a graduation present to themselves, the
family is taking well-deserved time off this summer to spend six weeks backpacking through 15
European countries.

SP RI NG 1999
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MR . AND MS . INVOLVEMENT

Motivation and commitment led
Kate Rose (BA '98) and Michael Riker
(BS '98) to achieve excellence during
their college years. Both attended The
U of M on four-year scholarships, and
both plunged into a whirl of Greek life,
student organizations and community
service while working diligently at their
studies. It didn't take long for either to
become recognized as campus leaders.
Rose served as president of the
Student Government Association, as an
officer for Pi Beta Phi sorority, and as
chair of a Student Activities Council
committee. She also created an afterschool program for inner-city school
students through the volunteer organi- Kate Rose
zation Hands on Memphis. Rose was
chosen Campus Leader of the Year and
Ms. University of Memphis for 1998.
After receiving her degree in communication, Rose went to work on the staff of
Shelby County Mayor Jim Rout.
The son of a veteran teacher and
coach in Memphis-area schools, Riker
helped lead Pi Kappa Phi fraternity to
focus on academic achievement and
philanthropic efforts during his college
years. His involvement in the
Interfraternity Council led to his receiving the President's Laurel Wreath
Award. Riker was named Mr.
University of Memphis for 1997. A
summa cum laude graduate in biology,
Michael Riker
Riker will begin medical school in August at the
University of Tennessee, Memphis.
THE PR PATH

Two young women who also graduated with
summa cum laude distinction in December come

from different backgrounds, but their paths converged when they decided to pursue degrees in
journalism/public relations. Their common interests and their involvement in the Public Relations
Student Society of America led April Johnson (BA
'98) and Lucy King (BA '98) to become friends and
roommates.
Johnson, who hails from Jackson, Miss., was a
transfer student who won several journalism scholarships to The U of M. Secretary and historian for
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the University's PRSSA
chapter, Johnson won first
place in last year's PRSSA
national competition. In the
summer, she worked as an
intern at the prestigious
Ketchum Public Relations
firm in New York. But
after interviewing with
several leading New York
public relations firms, she
chose to start her career in
Memphis. "I wasn't ready
to make that move yet,"
Johnson says. "I want to
have a balanced life for
now and not to live and
breathe my work 24 hours
a day. If I want to go to
New York in two years, it
will still be there." Johnson
is working as a public
relations account coordinator at Chandler Ehrlich
and Co.
King attended an exclusive girls' school in her
native Surrey, England,
but wanted to expand her
horizons by attending college elsewhere. "When I
was offered an athletic
scholarship to Memphis and
saw that I could take psychology and business and all
kinds of different courses, it really interested me,"
she says.
King intended to spend only one year in
Memphis, but she quickly fell in love with The
U of M. She went on to excel on the tennis team
and in her studies. She was named ScholarAthlete of the Year for 1998-99 and was awarded
the Conference USA Commissioner's Academic
medal for two consecutive years. As president of
the University's PRSSA chapter, she helped raise
$8,000 to send students to the organization's
1998 national conference in Boston. Though it
would be easy to return to England and the comforts of home, King has obtained a work visa and
plans to begin her career in Memphis.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

show. That experience convinced him that if he could
talk in front of millions of
viewers, he could succeed in a
broadcasting career. After
majoring in communication,
Brown accepted a position at
a Memphis radio station,
where he works as a studio
producer and board operator.
Eventually, Brown intends to
have his own talk show on TV
or radio and to begin graduate school at The U of M.
His advice to students who
are just beginning college is:
"Learn about adversity now;
it will make you a wiser person when you have to deal
with the hard knocks that
come along later in life."
April Johnson and Lucy King

FIRST FOGELMAN GRADUATE

While growing up in an inner-city
Memphis neighborhood, Theodore
Brown (BA '98) was offered an opportunity he couldn't afford to turn down.
Memphis businessman Avron Fogelman
established a program that guaranteed
a four-year scholarship to The U ofM
for every Memphis and Shelby County
public school student willing to make
good grades, do community service and
stay out of trouble.
Brown's family couldn't afford to
send him to college, so he took the challenge. From the seventh grade on, he
remained committed to his goal of a college education. "I didn't have any other
choice," says the valedictorian of his
high school graduating class. "I realized
even then that I was going to need
more than a high school diploma to succeed in this
world." In December, Brown became the first
Fogelman scholar to graduate, no less than magna
cum laude, from The U ofM.
During his sophomore year, the CBS television
network flew Brown to New York to discuss the
Fogelman program on its national morning news
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The learning experience
for these new alumni won't
stop at college graduation.
Their lives are before them.
Wayne Ashford, for example,
is taking computer courses
at a local college; he also
reads Latin and studies
geometry every day.
Photo of Kelly Middleton courtesy of the
Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla.; other
photos on pages 14-16 by Don Reber.
Photos on this page by Elizabeth Jane
Walker.

Theodore Brown
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Boo Hoo, I lost MV Schuh
Schuh, who played offensive and defensive
tackle for the Tigers from 1961-64, can claim a
number of memorable achievements, but maybe
none as noteworthy as what h appened in the fall
of 1964.
Shortly after the Tigers played their season
finale, Schuh was whisked into hiding in New
Orleans by the NFL's Oakland Raiders. "I was the
player who disappeared from school," Schuh
recalls with a laugh. In the competition for top
college players, Oakland moved Schuh from the
Big Easy to Las Vegas to Hawaii with the AFL's
Los Angeles Rams in hot pursuit. A Los Angeles
Times headline read "Boo Hoo, I Lost My Schuh"
after h e signed with the Raiders, the second player picked in the 1965 draft.
During a 10-year career in which he also
played for the Rams and Packers, he was a threetime Pro Bowl selection and remains the highest
drafted Tiger.
A first team All-America selection, Schuh
fondly remembers a rowdy 1962 victory over SEC
opponent Mississippi State. "Our students ran
onto the field to try to tear down the goal post
after we won, and Mississippi State didn't like
them doing that so they threw their cow bells at
them. Our student body was beat up something
bad. Ah, those were the good old days."
Schuh, who appeared in the 1964 Senior Bowl
and Blue-Gray game, now works as a fitne ss
trainer in Memphis.

Sleepless in Atlanta

and Pittsburgh and here I was playing against
guys I had looked up to , people like Emmit Smith
and Troy Aikman. But after I caught the first
kickoff, it was just a normal game." Copeland's
Bills would lose 30-13 to Dallas in Atlanta's
Georgia Dome.
As a Tiger, Copeland also had exciting
moments. He finished second on the. career reception list and played in the 1992 Senior Bowl. But
it was a 26-21 loss to Tennessee in 1992 that
Copeland recalls most.
"It was one of the best games ofmy career, but
by the same token, in the last minute of the game
when we had a chance to win, the ball was punted
to me and I dropped the punt. We ended up losing
but it was a game I felt like we really had a
chance to win." Ironically, Copeland's 138 yards in
receptions and three touchdowns were the main
reason the Tigers stayed in contention.
Copeland, who also has played for
Philadelphia and most recently, Green Bay in
1998, is a free agent who expects to sign with
another team.

Ring'emUp

l
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Double Ringer
Ask former Tiger Charlie Babb (BSED '73)
the score of Super Bowls VII and VIII, and all he
has to do is look at his fingers for the answer. A
Tiger from 1968-72, the defensive back played for
the Miami Dolphins, a team that holds one of the
most illustrious marks in all of professional
sports-an undefeated season. Babb's two Super
Bowl rings tell the story of one of the NFL's greatest teams.

In football, a quarterback sack is one of the
most exciting and explosive aspects of the
game, combining the beauty and complicated
mission of the pass rush with true brutality
and harshness.
But to hear former Tiger linebacker Tim
Harris describe it, it is quite simple: "You just
line up on the outside, rush against the offen- ·
sive tackle and go after the other team's quarterback. Easy as that."
Harris' formula and skill twice allowed
him to finish the NFL season ranked second
in quarterback sacks. As a Tiger from
1982-85, he would finish second in career
sacks and first in career tackles for loss of
yards. He was defensive MVP of the 1985
Senior Bowl.
During 1986-95 stints with Green Bay,
San Francisco and Philadelphia, he would
ring up NFL Defensive Player of the Month
honors and a Pro Bowl appearance. He came
out of retirement during the 1994 season to
lead the 49ers to a 49-26 Super Bowl XXIX
rout of San Diego.
As a Tiger, Harris would go down as one of
the top defensive players ever. He was a
Tim Harris
major reason the Rex Dockery-coached Tigers
_,,/
finished the 1983 season with a 6-4-1 record
After winning Super Bowl VII 14-7 over
and the No. I-ranked defense in the nation.
Washington, Babb's Dolphins recorded a 24-7 victo"Those were good times for Tiger football,"
ry over Minnesota in Super Bow ¥III. BabB played
remembers Harris. "We were finally ab e to play
with some of the greatest NFL pla ers-B~~
with the top schools in the nation." Harris recalls a
Griese, Larry Csonka and Mercury MorrisZ efore
1984 13~ oss to Georgia as his favorite game.
a knee injury curtailed his career.
"Our defense held them to one first down and 17
Babb says the money surrounding the game
yards in t e second half and 13 yards the whole
is the biggest differe ce between now and t e - - - game." The appreciative Bulldog crowd even
"The Super Bowl cneck we got for winning was
cheered the Tiger defens near the end of the
$15,000; today it is around $135,000. Larry Csonka
game.
/
stayed out oftraining •cam2 one whole year because
Today, artis is a defensive line coach for
he was holding out to make $42,000. I remember
enlo ollege. Living in Fremont, Calif., he is
Griese making $100,000, which people though,t wa
involved with the Special Olympics.
astronomical," says Babb, noting top la ers today
make well over $1 million a year.
ADifferent Breed
Babb points to his sophomore year as his
If players of today have the reputation of
favorite season at the UI}.iversity. "We went 8-2 and
not playing when they are injured, players in
beat teams like Florida State, Miami and
Dennis Biodrowski's era were the exact:o poHouston," says Babb, whose senior team qualified
site.
for the Pasadena Bow'.
Appearing in Super Bowl I with tlie '.AFL's
Now residing in $outh Florida, Babb is presiKansas City Chiefs, Biodrowski (BS '63) says his
dent of a large building materials firm and is a
ankles were "pretty much separated. I had to have
member of the Miami Dolphins Foundation, which
about 14 shots of Novocaine in order to walk."
provides charity work throughout Florida.
Biodrowski says the game then was nothing
like it is today. "I didn't see a single camera in the
locker room after the game," he muses about his
Super Bowl match against the Packers. He would

~

"I was so nervous!"
That is how former Tiger receiver
Russell Copeland describes his Super
Bowl XXVIII experience. "It was my
rookie year with Buffalo and here I was
going to the Super Bowl," says
Copeland, a Tiger from 1989-92. "When
I was a kid growing up, everyone always
looked at the Super Bowl and would say,
'I wish I could be there catching a pass.'
And finally it's right there in front of
you. The night before the game was different than any other game I had played
in. I couldn't sleep at all; I have had butterflies before games, but this was totally different.
••-•
"There were movie stars and pro
basketball players and track guys everywhere-anyone who is someone was
there th at week and at the game. It was
like a circus. Everybody was going
crazy. Growing up, I always liked Dallas
Rick Ackerman
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Adams, who retired from football in 1986,
takes a philosophical approach to his career transition. "Life goes on. After football, you have to make
an adjustment. You have to come back into the real
world," he said, adding, "Life after football can be
dull."
A Memphis resident, Adams is active in the
local chapter of the NFL Player's Association.

go on to play for the Chiefs and in the Canadian
Football League before retiring with injuries.
An offensive tackle for the Tigers from
1958-62, Biodrowski played under coaches Ralph
Hatley and Billy J . Murphy. He fiercely recalls two
contests against Alabama. "We beat them like a
drum physically, but the SEC officials said we
didn't score a touchdown in both games when we
really did, so we consequently lost. I know Bear
Bryant dropped us from his schedule because we
were no longer an easy mark. While I was there,
we never played them again."
Biodrowski is currently a district council
member for the University's Alumni Association,
and has retired in Ft. Worth, Texas. He is active in
charity drives for the Baptist Children's Hospital
in Kansas.

On the Right Track
A quirk in the University's class offerings is a
major reason a former Tiger football player found
himself playing in Super Bowl I. Dave Hathcock
(BS '66, MEd '68) had run track for The U of M
from 1961-65, but lacked one class that would not
be offered until the following spring. He asked football coach Billy (Spook) Murphy if he could play
one season on his team. College athletes can only
play four years in one sport, but are granted another year of eligibility in another.
Hathcock's performance on the gridiron
prompted the Green Bay Packers to draft the
defensive back after the 1965 season. He subsequently appeared in the very first Super Bowl, a
35-10 win by the Packers over Kansas City.
Hathcock had the opportunity to play for the
greatest NFL coach of all time, Vince Lombardi. "I
had never met Lombardi and at our first meeting,
he came in and held up a football, and said,
'Gentlemen, this is a football.' I said to myself,
'This guy must be crazy because we all know that.'
But that was Lombardi. He always started with
the fundamentals .
"One time, he kicked me off the field because I
missed a punt. That night, as rookies, we had to
sing for our supper. I sang one of Roger Miller's old
tunes, You Can't Roller Skate in a Buffalo Herd,
and when I got to the last verse, I sang, 'You can't
catch a punt with the boss on your back.' I had a
standing ovation and Lombardi was dying laughing. He had a great sense of humor."
Hathcock later played for the New York Giants,
but a knee injury cut short his career. Today,
Hathcock, a school teacher and coach, lives in Old
Hickory, Tenn., with his wife, Cheryl (BSEd '70).

Practice Makes Perteet
Perseverance pays off. Just ask former Tiger
defensive back/outside linebacker Stanley Adams,
a Tiger from 1978-82. When he was not drafted
his senior year, Adams decided to go the tough free
agency route. ''You really go there as a no-name
and the team doesn't know much about you,"
explains Adams.

Dennis Biodrowski

"I am as proud of obtaining my undergraduate degree from the Uniuersity as
I am of playing in any of the Super
Bowls," says Eddie Hill.
But Adams impressed Oakland Raiders officials enough to earn a spot on the team; a year
later, he found himself in Super Bowl XV on a
team quarterbacked by Jim Plunkett. An injury
just before the Super Bowl forced Adams onto the
injured reserve list, but he was an important part
of the Raiders' march to the championship, which
Oakland won 27-10 over Washington.
As a Tiger, Adams played two years each
under former coaches Richard Williamson and Rex
Dockery. In a 1981 game against Florida State on
regional television, Adams was named the
Chevrolet Player of the Game after he recorded 11
tackles and an interception.

Triple Plav

Dave Hathcock and former Tiger track coach Glenn Johnson

As a rookie with the Los Angeles Rams in the
1980 Super Bowl, former Tiger running back Eddie
Hill was quickly put on center stage. "Here I am in
the end zone ready to receive the opening kickoff,"
Stanley Adams
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Hill (BEA '88) says. "The scoreboard in the north
end of the Rose Bowl flashed, 'We'd like to welcome
2.5 billion people from around the world to the
Super Bowl.' I was quite nervous and excited.
Basically, it is like the whole world is watching."
Hill's Rams would fall 31-19 to Pittsburgh.
Hill played from 1975-79 for the Tigers under
Richard Williamson before being drafted in the sec- .
ond round by the Rams. Later traded to Miami, he
also appeared in the 1983 and 1985 Super Bowls
for the Dolphins. He is one of a select group of NFL
players to have played in three Super Bowls.
Hill is quick to put football in perspective. "I
am as proud of obtaining my undergraduate degree
from the University as I am of playing in any of the
Super Bowls," he says. Hill returned to The U of M
to finish his undergraduate degree in 1985, after
he retired from the Dolphins. He was instrumental
in developing the University's athlete degree completion program.
Hill now works in specialized marketing, and
is on the executive board of the NFL Alumni
Association. He remains active in several charitable organizations, including the National
Leukemia Society.

Note: Thanks to form er Ti,ger Coach Murray Armstrong for help in locating players. Thanks also go to Paul and Penny Hofer for their
help on this project. Attempts to reach Rick A ckerman, a Tiger letterman from 1978-80 who won a Super Bowl ring with Oakland in
1984, were unsuccessful. If you know of any other Ti,ger players who played in Super Bowls, please let us know by sending e-mail to
ejwalker@memphis. edu or writing the Publications Office at 303 Administration Building, The U of M, Memphis, TN 38152.
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Entrepreneur Gives
Largest Single Gift to University
Holiday Inns founder Kemmons Wilson is donating a $15 million building to The University of
Memphis to house a new academic program.
The gift-the largest ever given to the institution-will create the Wilson School of Hotel and
Restaurant Management at The U ofM. It is the first
time a gift of this nature has been incorporated into
such a program.
Wilson, who did not complete high school, never
had the opportunity to attend college. In announcing
his gift, Wilson said, "I have adopted The University
of Memphis as my university. The school will be the
only one of its kind in the Southeast and will rival
programs of a similar nature at such universities as
Cornell, Purdue and Michigan State."
"Mr. Wilson's generosity will allow the University
to initiate a program that we've wanted to establish
for quite some time," said President V. Lane Rawlins .
"It's a natural component for The University of
Memphis because of the high concentration of lodging

industry leaders in this region. I know Gov. (Don)
Sundquist and the Board of Regents join me in
expressing our appreciation to Mr. Wilson and his
family."
The four-story building will be built on the north
side of Central Avenue near the intersection of
Deloach and Central. The facility will function as a
full-service hotel that will serve as a learning lab for
students enrolled in the program. The building will
feature meeting rooms, classrooms and banquet space
for up to 800 people, and 80 suites with Internet
access.
Students majoring in hospitality management
will complete the University's general education
requirement as well as basic business courses as part
of the new curriculum. In addition to on-the-job training, those enrolling in the program will study restaurant and beverage management, human resources,
real estate and time-share management.

Kemmons Wilson

Kemmons Wilson has been credited
with revolutionizing the American hospitality industry with a chain of motels that
grew out of a dismal 1951 family vacation.
Now the founder of Holiday Inns is making possible a major addition to The
University of Memphis with a $15 million
gift for a campus hotel that will become
the focal point for a school of hospitality
and restaurant management.
"I just love to build, and I love to create," the 86-year-old Wilson once said
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about his many business endeavors since
he retired from Holiday Inns.
Wilson has been building and creating businesses since he was a boy helping to support his widowed mother in
Memphis. He bagged groceries, worked
as a soda jerk and sold magazine subscriptions. After dropping out of high
school he peddled popcorn at a movie
house and plowed his profits into pinball
and cigarette concessions, eventually
becoming the nation's largest distributor
of Wurlitzer jukeboxes.
He spent World War II as a pilot, flying ammunition and other critical supplies
over "the Hump," the dangerous mountainous area between India and China,
where weather and Japanese fighter
planes took a terrible toll on American
lives. After the war Wilson returned to
Memphis to resume his business career,
which by then was centered on home
building.
Holiday Inns, so the story goes,
grew out of Wilson's outrage that a seedy
motel near Washington, D.C., charged
him $2 for each of the five Wilson children

in addition to $6 for him and his wife. He
returned to Memphis determined to build
a family motel where children would be
welcome without extra charges.
Wilson built his first hotel on
Summer Avenue in Memphis. Then, with
friend and home-building colleague
Wallace Johnson, he began a franchise
program that resulted in more than 1,600
hotels within Holiday Inns' first 20 years.
In 1979 Wilson stepped down as the company's chair, but he refused to go into
retirement.
He has been involved in real estate,
aviation, banking, nacho chip-manufacturing, a cemetery and a time-share resort,
among other ventures. He eventually
returned to the business he probably
knows best-hotels and motels. He
began a new chain of budget-priced
hotels, Wilson World, in 1989. Today
Wilson operates more than 21 hotels.
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Mike Rose honored with theater
The University of Memphis honored the
retired chair of Harrah's Entertainment Inc. in
January, when ground was broken to begin construction of the Michael D. Rose Theater and
Lecture Hall. The $6.62 million structure, which
will seat 1,000 people, is due for completion in the
spring of 2000.
The ground-breaking occurred on the construction site, just west of the Elma Roane Field
House, where the theater will adjoin a pedestrian
mall stretching across the campus from Central
Avenue on the north to Walker Avenue on the
south. The theater is a key part of a major remodeling of the central part of campus. The Rose
Theater will have facilities for meetings, film, live
entertainment and video production.
"We are
in the information age, and
knowledge will
be the most
important
resource in the
21st century,"
Rose said. "To
be a great city,
we need a great
University as
our primary
resource for the
Breaking ground for the Michael D. Rose Theater and Lecture Hall are
transfer of
(from left) SGA president Drew Bailey, Harrah's executive vice president
knowledge."
and chief financial officer Colin Reed, Michael D. Rose and President V
Harrah's
Lane Rawlins. (Photos this page by Don Reber)
Entertainment
contributed $1
million toward the theater in recognition of Rose's
retirement about two years ago, when the project
was announced. The theater's name recognizes the
service and support Rose has given to The U of M
for more than two decades. He has been a member
of the Board of Visitors and has served as a community representative on several key selection
committees.
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Four Presente DAA Awar&ls
William B. Dunavant Jr. makes remarks at a party honoring
his $1 million donation to the University With him are E.
Taylor Richardson (BS '62) and President V Lane Rawlins.

Dunavant donates $1 million for
professorships
Memphis businessman and philanthropist
William B. Dunavant Jr. (BS '54) is giving $1 million to The University of Memphis to establish the
Dunavant University Professorships within the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The endowment will allow the college to recognize achievements of deserving faculty scholars,
says Dean Ralph Faudree. "Public universities are
infrequently afforded opportunities to provide
meaningful research incentives to their faculty,"
Dr. Faudree said. "The Dunavant University
Professorships Program will do just that, allowing
us to reward our outstanding faculty members and
provide them with additional resources to carry
out their projects."
As many as four Dunavant professorships
may be awarded annually. The awards will total
about $5,000 per recipient each year and will supplement the professors' salaries. Awardees may
hold the professorships for three years.
"I want to see The University of Memphis continue to build an outstanding institution,"
Dunavant said. "What these professorships will do
is provide incentives to not only attract top professors, but keep those that are already at the
University. That is important in building a great
institution."
A native Memphian, Dunavant is chair of the
board and chief executive officer of Dunavant
Enterprises, one of the largest cotton merchandisers in the world. In 1997 he received The U of M's
Distinguished Alumnus Award for achievement. In
1989, he was the first recipient of the Alumnus of
the Year Award from the Fogelman College of
Business and Economics.
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Accepting the University's
highest awards for alumni
achievement are: (top
row) Gail Robinson and
Benjamin L. Hooks;
(above) Benjamin C.
Bryant Jr. ; and (at right)
John Dye.
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A noted civil rights leader, a
information technology executive
and familiar names from the wortd
of entertainment are among the
recipients of the 1999 Distinguis e
Alumni Awards sponsored by Th
University of Memphis Alumni
Association. Benjamin C. Bryant !I'
(BBA '68, MS '95) and Gail Robins
('66) were honored as Distinguisheii
Alumni. Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks
recognized as a Distinguished
Friend. The Outstanding Young
Alumnus Award was presented to
John Dye (BFA '96). The honorees ccepted their awards in a gala ceremony held this month at The Peabody Hotel.
Bryant is CEO and vice chair of SCB Computer Technology Inc. La t
year he presented the University w;ith an endowment of a half-million
dollars to establish the SCB Cente for Global Information Technolo~ a
the Fogelman College of Business and Economics. In addition, SCB is
providing the funding for specific r search projects at the center. The
endowment for the center was made by Bryant personally. A sponsore
research contract from SCB to the University will be used to conduct s
eral projects within the center.
Bryant began his career in accounting, then took a job in compute
programming with McDonnell Automation in St. Louis. After returning
to Memphis, he and two partners formed Seltmann, Cobb & Bryant i ,
1976. Now known as SCB Technology, the firm employs more than 1,0 0
consultants, analysts and programmers, and provides comprehensive
management and technical service primarily to government, public ut· ·_
ties and Fortune 500 companies. B ant is also a member of the
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HELP STUDENTS PURSUE THEIR DREAMS
Become a Life Member of the Alumni Association
By joining The University of Memphis Alumni Association, you can leave a legacyone that will help future generations attend The U of M.
Children and grandchildren of Alumni Association members may apply for Legacy
Scholarships, renewable awards available to first-time freshmen . These scholarships are
made possible through an endowment created by Life Members of the Alumni Association.
Life memberships are $500 for individuals, $800 for married alumni and $400 for
senior citizens (individual or joint). To receive an application for the Legacy Scholarships, or
to become a Life Member, call 901 /678-2586 or visit the Alumni Center.
New Life Members:
239. Fred J. (BS '61) and Charlotte (BA '60) Hodges
240. Beverly J. Vaughan (BBA '78, JD '84)
241. Johnna Guilbeau (BSEE '89)
242. Danny Cox (BA '86)
243. Daniel P. Thiel
244. James M. Elcan (MS '88)

University's Board of Visitors.
For two decades, soprano Gail
Robinson sang with the
Metropolitan Opera, performing
with such luminaries as Luciano
Pavarotti. Her glittering career
has taken her to the stages of
opera houses across North
America and Europe. Now
Robinson has returned to The
U of M as a Hohenberg-Scheidt
distinguished visiting artist. Once
a month she flies from New York
to Memphis to conduct master
classes, coach students and help
cast University operas.
Robinson began studying
voice in high school, and was cast
in Mignon during her freshman
year at then-Memphis State
University. Her voice professor
suggested that she enter the
Met's National Council Auditions.
At 19, the minimum age to enter,
she won. She made her Met debut
in 1970 in Mozart's Die
Zauberfiote. She has performed
more than 20 leading roles with
the Met. When illness forced
Robinson to retire from the stage
in 1986, she became director of
the Met's National Council

Auditions and the Young Artist
Development Program.
Dr. Benjamin Hooks was
executive director of the NAACP
from 1977 to 1993. With other
civil rights leaders, he fought to
win the Martin Luther King Jr.
holiday, sanctions against South
Africa, strong fair housing legislation and the 1991 Voting Rights
Bill. In 1965 he became the first
black judge in the South since
Reconstruction. He also was the
first black member of the Federal
Communications Commission.
Last year Hooks donated his
collection ofletters and documents from the civil rights campaign to the Ned R. McWherter
Library. An adjunct professor of
political science at The U ofM, he
and other faculty members are
working to establish the Ben
Hooks Institute for Social Change
at the University. A recipient of
many honors, Hooks was inducted
into the National Bar Association
Hall of Fame and received the
National Civil Rights Museum's
Freedom Award in 1998. Hooks is
pastor of Greater Middle Baptist
Church. He also serves as senior

vice president of the Chapman
Co., a minority brokerage and
investment banking firm.
John Dye is known by millions as the angel Andrew on CBS
television's hit drama Touched by
an Angel. A native of Amory,
Miss., Dye performed in many
U ofM theatre productions,
including The Robber Bridegroom, Bus Stop, As You Like It,
and Enter Laughing. Hollywood
called after Dye won a part in the
1984 movie Making the Grade .
Dye returned to Memphis to finish his education, earning his
degree in 1996 at the age of 33.
His films credits include
Modern Girls, Campus Man, Best
of the Best and Perfect Weapon .
On TV he has had starring roles
on Hotel Malibu and Jack's Place,
as well as a guest appearance in
Murder, She Wrote. Dye joined
Touched by an Angel in its second
season. In 1996 he became a regular on the show, generating praise
from both fans and critics. When
he is not working 12-hour days on
the set, Dye devotes his energies
to issues concerning AIDS, homelessness and children.
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Travel with Other Alumni
to Exotic Locales
The University of Memphis Alumni
Association has exciting travel plans for
alumni this year. In addition to an Australian

adventure, the Alumni Association will join the
Tiger Clubs for a Memphis-to-New Orleans train
trip Oct. 29-31 when the football Tigers travel
to play Tulane. Also planned is a trip to Hawaii
when the basketball Tigers play in the Maui
Classic Nov. 18-25.
The 14-day escorted tour to Australia and
New Zealand begins Nov. 2. The first stop is
New Zealand, where alumni will visit Auckland
and stay in a New Zealand family home.
Memphis travelers will encounter native culture
with a visit to the Maori Arts and Crafts
Institute and enjoy a Maori concert. After a
short flight to Melbourne, alumni will experience life on an Australian sheep station and
visit a koala habitat. Participants will also tour
the Australian capital of Canberra and the surrounding Snowy Mountains and wine country.
In dynamic Sydney, host of the 2000 Summer
Olympics, The U of M group will see the famous
Sydney Opera House and Darling
Harbor.
The cost for the Australia trip is
$2,699 per person and includes airfare, accommodations in deluxe and
first-class hotels, and 14 meals. For
more information on the Australia
trip, call Judy Stanley at Bartlett
Travel, 901/382-6690. For details on
the other trips, watch the mail and
alumni publications.

Alumni in Taiwan Form
U of M Club
The Alumni Association is organizing its first
international alumni club. As part of a trip to Asia in
December, Dr. Blaine A. Brownell, executive director
of the Center for International Programs and
Services, met with a group of Taiwanese alumni
interested in forming an alumni club, which will be
affiliated with The U of M Alumni Association. About
150 University alumni live in Taiwan.
"The bond for people who attended Memphis is
strong outside the country," says Brownell. "Being
selected to study outside of their country is an experience that few of their countrymen share."
Many Taiwanese alumni are educators or leaders in gover nment and business, Brownell says. The
club is discussing several projects, including raising
funds for a scholarship to send a Taiwanese student
to The U ofM.
University Provost J . Ivan Legg will travel to
Taiwan this spring. Dr. Hsiang-te Kung, chair of the
Department of Geography and Planning, will accompany them and will represent The U of M at student
recruitment fairs in Taiwan. "We're hoping to establish a formal affiliation with some of the universities
in Taiwan," Brownell says. "We also hope to recruit a
larger number of students to come to the U.S."

Taiwanese alumni have dinner to discuss organizing an official U of M Alumni Club in Taiwan.
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If you are interested in serving as a
volunteer chapter or club leader, let
us hear from you! Call the Alumni
Association at 901 I 678-2586 or
800 I 678-8729.

CHAPTERS
■ Arts & Sciences

Past president Timm Stubbs
(BS '71, MA '95) and his wife Linda
(BA '69, MS '97) hosted a holiday
party for the chapter at their home
in Cordova.
The board is accepting nominations for its 1999 Outstanding
Alumni Award. For more information, call Laurie Laing at 678-4373 or
e-mail her at llaing@memphis.edu.
■ AUSLP

The chapter hosted a reception
for alumni in conjunction with the
Mid-South Conference on
Communicative Disorders. During
the conference, Dean Maurice
Mendel and the chapter honored
Richard K. Peach (MA '77) as outstanding alumnus. They also presented Jan Covington (BSEd '69,
MA '71) with a special award in
recognition of her service to the
chapter and AUSLP alumni. She is
a clinical supervisor at the Memphis
Speech and Hearing Center.
■ Band

New officers for the chapter are
Jan Crenshaw (BPS '91), president;
Tim Blabey (BBA '94), vice president; Amanda Hess (BBA '91), secretary; and Susan Bingham (BSEd
'92), treasurer.
■ Business and Economics

R. Brad Martin (BA '76),
chair/president/CEO of Saks Inc.,
was the keynote speaker at the
chapter's sold-out Career Day luncheon. "Guest professors" who
shared their professional experiences with students included: Carlos
Cantu (BBA '82) of WallaceMorrison Capital Advisors; Rich
Faber (BS '78, MBA '80) of Federal
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Express Corp.; Grady Garrison (JD
'72) of Baker, Donelson, Bearman &
Caldwell; Mike Keenan (BBA '89) of
Ivy Financial Services; John T.
Lawrence Jr. (BS '70) of J & L
Yogurt; Gordon McIntyre (MBA '97)
of Williams Equipment and Supply;
Robert L. Newman of Federal
Express Corp.; Joe Olivere of
Merrill Lynch; Mark Puckett (MS
'86) of BDO Seidman LLP; Thomas
Sullivan (BBA '7 4) of Price
Waterhouse Coopers LLP; Alonzo
Weaver II (MBA '97) of Memphis
Light, Gas & Water Division;
Thomas Williams (BBA '80,
JD '82) of Merrill Lynch; and
Ericka Wojack (EMBA '97) of
Salisbury Group. Sen. Fred
Thompson (BS '64) sent a videotaped message played at the luncheon. Rob Evans (MBA '97) was
Career Day chair.
Chapter president Gayle
Powelson (BBA '81, MBA '97) hosted
a holiday
party in
December.

■ Emeriti

The Emeriti Club had a busy
winter. Members toured the "World
War II: Through Russian Eyes"
exhibit at The Pyramid and the
"Ancient Gold: the Wealth of the
Thracians" exhibit at the Memphis
Brooks Museum of Art. David A.
Collins (MA '62) is president.
■ Engineering

William 0 . Hagerman (BSCE
'74) was honored as outstanding
alumnus at the Herff College of
Engineering's annual awards dinner. Hagerman is president, chair
and CEO of ETI Inc. Awards also
were presented for outstanding
engineering service, outstanding
faculty research, outstanding faculty teaching and outstanding staff.
The chapter also held a holiday
luncheon for the college's faculty
and staff.

■
Education

Alumni
attended a
reception for
graduates of
the doctoral
program and
heard presentations on
the doctoral
research and
results. The
R. Brad Martin (BA '76), keynote speaker at the Business Career Day lunchapter also
cheon, meets U of M junior Anthony M. Flynn (at left), recipient of the SL
hosted a pre- Kopald Scholarship.
exam mixer,
with alumni
■ Law
sharing their professional experiThe Cecil C. Humphreys School
ences
of Law hosted reunions for six classwith College of Education students.
es. Alumni enjoyed parties at the
The event was coordinated by chaphomes oflocal graduates, a recepter president Marilyn Powell (BS
tion with Dean Donald Polden and a
'58, MEd '71, EdD '76), Bill Tuck
dinner at The Peabody. Class chairs
(BSEd '75), Barbara Cook (MS '86)
were William Gotten (JD '68),
and Bonnie Cummings (BS '71,
Richard P. McCully (BS '65, JD '68),
MEd '74).
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John Elkington (JD '73), AC.
Hooper (JD '73), Joe M. Kirsch
(BBA '70, JD '73), Art Quinn (JD
'78), A. Wilson Wages (JD '78), Mimi
G. Phillips (BBA '75, JD '78),
Rhonda Harris (JD '78), Mary
Margaret Weddington (JD '78), W.
Mark Ward (BA '76, JD '78, MA '98),
Wanda B. Shea (BS '70, JD '83),
John Bobango (JD '83), Lisa
Bobango (JD '83), Elizabeth Collins
(JD '88), Richard D. Bennett (JD
'88) and Valerie Johnson (MBA '84,
JD '93).
■ Luther C. McClellan Black
Alumni

New board members include
Andre E. Walker (BBA '87),
Bridgette Brown (BSEd '87, BSN
'97), Erika Pearson (BBA '93, MS
'95) and David T. Randolph (BA '88).
The chapter is selling posters of
its commissioned artwork,
"Realizing the Dream," commemorating Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and the civil rights movement. The
work was painted by U of M students Jerry and Terry Lynn. You
may order posters by calling
901/678-2586 or 800/678-8729.
■ Nursing

The Nursing chapter hosted its
first annual Career Fair, giving hospitals and businesses an opportunity to recruit nursing seniors and
students in the RN program.
The chapter is recruiting additional members for its board of
directors. If you are interested in
serving, call Laurie Laing at 901/
678-4373 or Tammy Keough (BSN
'96), chapter president, at 901/6828801.
■ Women's Leadership Council

Dr. Barbara Smith, director of
the Center for Research on Women,
led a forum on women's issues in
February. Members of the WLC's
mentor program attended the Lady
Tiger-Louisville basketball game in
January.
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TheWLC
is searching for
more women to
volunteer time
for their Lady
Tiger mentor
program. If
you would like
to serve as a
mentor to a
student athlete, call
Laurie Laing
at 901/6784373, or e-mail
her at llaing@
memphis.edu.
Patti Spicci
(MEd '84) is
president.
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Members of the Womens Leadership Council were on hand to see Lady Tiger Tamika
Whitmore tie the University:S single-game scoring record of 41 points against South
Florida. Congratulating her are (from left) WLC president Patti Spicci (MEd '84), Judge Ann
Pugh (JD '75), Eva Phillips (BBA '94), and Kay Price (BBA '64). One of the WLC:S projects
is a mentor program for the Lady Tigers.

■ Young Alumni Council

YAC members met for a holiday
social at Breckenridge Brewery and
Pub in December. Darrin Devault
(BA '93) is president.

CLUBS
Atlanta

The chapter hosted a reception
for Lady Tiger Coach Joye LeeMcNelis during the team's appearance in the Georgia State
University Tournament. Alumni
enjoyed a dinner of Rendezvous ribs
with the coach and her staff, met '
the players and attended the game.
Bartlett

U of M freshmen from the
greater Bartlett area introduced
seniors from Bartlett High School
and Bolton High School to university life at the club's "Tiger Roar"
party at the Alumni Center. The
event was an opportunity for the
seniors to learn about financial aid,
Greek life and campus activities at
The U ofM.
Coletta's Italian Restaurant
was the setting for the club's holiday party in December.

Birmingham

Birmingham alums met at
Magic City Brewery before
watching the Tigers defeat the UAB
Blazers at Bartow Arena in
February.
Chattanooga

Board member Harry Paulk
(BS '60) attended an annual planning meeting for alumni at the
Alumni Center. The meeting was
attended by the Alumni Association's board of directors and area
club and chapter representatives.
Dallas

The club held a basketball
watch party at Cowboy Sports Cafe
for the U of M-Cincinnati game in
February.
Germantown

Club president Jo Byrd Tucker
(BSEd '82) is serving on the
Alumni Association's travel committee.
Houston

The club held basketball watch
parties at the SRO Sports Bar &
Cafe in February. Sam Blustein
(BSEE '75) is club president.
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Mascotis
Well-Suited
toHis
Career

n a dare, Chris Pegg auditioned to be The U of M
mascot Pouncer. The threeminute routine landed a
job that turned into a
career.
"I had some cheerleader friends
who dared me to do it," says Pegg (BFA
'93). "It was an ego thing. I had to have
something in front of me to shoot for."
Today Pegg is mascot coordinator
for "Rockey the Rockin' Redbird" of the
Memphis Redbirds AAA baseball team.
He performs at every home game (there
are 71 this year), dancing, acting,
exhorting the crowd, heckling umpires
and harassing opposing players.
Although he plans some dances
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and skits for each game, he doesn't
script most of his performance,
preferring to be spontaneous.
"I'm more of an ad-lib
person," Pegg says. "When
the organ starts playing,
you get the crowd clapping. Sometimes a player
on the other team will
throw water at you or
throw sunflower seeds. I
get out the water gun or
bucket of water."
When he's not at the
stadium, Rockey performs at
benefits for St. Jude
Children's Research
Hospital and
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Le Bonheur Children's Medical Center, as well as
church carnivals, grand openings and conventions.
Pegg had no previous experience in cheerleading,
dance or gymnastics when he auditioned for Pouncer.
"I'm an only child who knew how to entertain company that came over to the house," he says.
Now his resume reads like a roster of Memphis
sports franchises. He has portrayed "Mummy" of the
Memphis Pharaohs arena football team, the "River
Thing" of the Memphis RiverKings hockey team and
"Chief Chickasaw" of the now-departed Memphis
Chicks AA baseball team. When the Chicks left for
Jackson, Tenn., Pegg became mascot coordinator for
"Rowdy" of the Dallas Cowboys for a season. He
returned to Memphis last year.
He also has been "Mr. Froggy" of radio station
WOGY/Froggy 94 and WMC-TV's "Snowbird."
No matter what the sport or age of the audience,
the name of the game is fun. "It's not just concentrated on one age group. Everyone will be entertained,"
Pegg says. "Kids under the age of 5 are amazed at a
big furry animal anyway. It sounds crazy, but when
you put the costume on, you
become that character, you
think like that character."
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The fun job does have one downside, Pegg says:
the temperature inside a mascot's costume. "It's 20 to
30 degrees hotter than the outside temperature, and
the Astroturf we play on is 10 degrees hotter than
that," he says. "It's kind of dangerous. You have to
take breaks. You have to know the limitations of your
body." At 6 feet 2 inches tall, Pegg is on the high end
of the range for fitting the costumes, which can cost
$4,000 and up.
In addition to performing, Pegg oversees the
Rockin' Redbirds Fan Club for kids and the Spirit
Squad, a coed pep squad which entertains fans and
helps with team promotions. Pegg also puts his
graphic design degree to use, helping to produce
brochures and promotional materials in the Redbirds'
graphics department.
No one may be more surprised by his success
than Pegg. "I saw it as a way to supplement my
income," he says, "and eventually it turned into a
full-time job."

A few of Chris Pegg's alter egos have
included (opposite page) "Rowdy"of the
Dallas Cowboys, (this page, clockwise from
top left) "Chief Chickasaw" of the Memphis
Chicks baseball team, the "River Thing"of
the Memphis RiverKings hockey team and
"Rockey the Rockin' Redbird"of the
Memphis Redbirds AAA baseball team.
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Thiel Tapped to Lead Development and
Alumni Association to New Heights
Daniel P. Thiel has been
appointed associate vice president
for development and
alumni affairs at The
University of Memphis.
He comes to The U of M
from Arkansas State
University, where he
served as director of
development and executive director of the ASU
Foundation since 1992.
At ASU he led the university's first capital
campaign that raised
$22 million in gifts and pledges
toward an $8 million goal. During
his tenure, the development program achieved six years of record
gift increases. Thiel also was instru-

mental in securing a $5 million gift
for the ASU performing arts center.
Thiel says he was
attracted to The U of M
by the tremendous potential he sees for the
University and the
Alumni Association. "My
top objectives are to
increase the number of
members in the Alumni
Association, to take the
premier alumni events
like Homecoming,
SpringFest and the
Distinguished Alumni Awards banquet to even higher levels of success,
and help lead the University in
achieving its philanthropic potential," he said.

A graduate of Indiana State
University with a degree in archaeology, Thiel began his development
career at Purdue University, where
he was director of development and
alumni relations in the College of
Consumer and Family Sciences. He
returned to Indiana State in 1988 as
associate director of development
and assistant director of the ISU
Foundation.
He has been active in the Council
for the Advancement and Support of
Education at the state, district and
national levels for more than 16
years. His wife, Ann Felice Bertin
Thiel, is a native Memphian. They
have a two-year-old son, Daniel, and
are expecting a second child in
September.

1950
Vernon (BS, MA '51) and
Winifred Drane (BSEd '77)
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with a
reception in the ballroom of
Amro Music Store. The couple met in the music department of then-Memphis State
College in the spring of 1948.
They have three children,
Gerald A. Drane, Karen
Drane Busler (BM '7 4) and
Winde l V. Dran e (BM '91 ).
1956
William H. Johnson (BS) is
mayor of West Memphis, Ark.
He previously ran a John
Deere dealership and then
managed West Memphis
Utilities for 13 years .
1963
Ron Spielberger (BS), associate professor of journalism
at The U ofM, received the
Memphis Advertising Federation's h ighest honor, the
Silver Medal.
1964
Dr. Arthur H. Prince (BA,
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MA '70) has been teaching at
Ch ristian Brothers University; Dyersburg State Community College's Tipton
County Center in Covington,
Tenn.; and Mid-South Community College in West
Memphis, Ark.

1965
Ron Chesemore (BS, MS
'67) has retired from the U .S .
Food and Drug Administration after 32 years, the last
nine as associate commissioner of regulatory affairs.
1969
Dr. Clarence E. Baker (BS)
is dean of St. Mary's Episcopal Cathedral. He is a former
associate dean of Virginia
Theological Seminary.

News items and photographs are welcome, but we cannot be held
responsible for the return of unsolicited materials.
Information received is printed as space permits. Send information to:
Alumni Center; The University of Memphis; Memphis, TN 38152
Phone 901 /678-2586 • E-mail to: alumni@cc.memphis.edu.
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Frank W. Sherman II
(BBA) is president and COO
ofLextron Inc., an animal
pharmaceutical company in
Greeley, Colo. He and his
wife Kay Warren Simpson
(MA '72) live in Ft. Collins,
Colo. They have three chil-
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dren: Warren, Katie and
Wilson.

1970
Rich ard Holt (BBA) was
named product sales manager, ultrasound, for Siemens
Medical Systems.
1971
Dr. Thom as J . Appleton
J r. (BA) is editor of publications for the Kentucky Historical Society and an adjunct professor of history at
the University of Kentucky.
He lives in Lexington.
Debbie Baker (BA) is a
senior account executive in
The Ramey Agency's Memphis office. Previously she
was media relations director
for The U of M.
Dr. Hersche l Schwartz
(MEd) is interim director and
associate professor of The U
of M's Division of Social
Work.
Mimi Hall Uhlmann (BA),
president of Mimi Hall
Communications Inc., produced an annual report for
RFS Hotel Investors that
won awards for print and
design excellence in a competition sponsored by CTI
Paper USA Inc. The report
was designed by Matt Young
(BFA '85) of Chung Design
with photography by Chip
P ankey ('75).
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Department of Energy, has
joined the Van Ness Feldman
law firm of Washington, D.C.
She represents clients in the
oil and gas and electric utility industries in domestic and
international business transactions, regulatory compliance matters, and federal
policy and legislative initiatives.

Debby Miller Mathewson
(BA) earned a master's
degree in religion from
Memphis Theological
Seminary and works on the
pastoral ministry staff at
Christ United Methodist
Church.
Bill Piatt (BA) is chief information officer of the Public
Building Service of GSA, the
largest real estate trust in
the United States.

Rev. Stephen L. Williams
(BS) is rector of St. Luke's
Episcopal Church in Racine,
Wis.

1972
J ohn W. Niven J r. (BBA)
has been elected to a fouryear term as alderman for
Germantown, Tenn.
1973
Patric ia Fe ldman Godley
(MA), former assistant secretary for fossil energy with the
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administration from the
University of Colorado and
is on the board of directors
of The U of M Alumni
Association's Journalism
Chapter.

David Williams

Janis L. Wilson (MA) has
joined t he appellate practice
group of Marshall, Dennehey,
Warner, Coleman & Grogan,
a regional defense litigation
law firm in Philadelphia.

Dale H. Tuttle (BBA, J D
'77) is president of the
Tennessee Defense Lawyers
Association.

1974
Florence Howard (BA),
former director of community affairs for WREG-TV,
has formed Secret Shop Inc.
The business specializes in
customer service evaluations and customer service
training for front-line
employees.
1975

Harish Vishria (MS), a
financial adviser with
American Express Financial
Advisors, won a national
competition for high quality
financial planning advice.
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Alba I. Barreto-Jelinek
(BA) is a research
associate/disease control
investigator for the HIV
research section of the San
Francisco Department of
Public Health.

John McConomy (JD) is
executive vice president and
general counsel for Storage
USA.
David William s (BA) has
joined Baptist Memorial
Health Care as director of
community development.
Formerly vice president of
community development for
St. Joseph Hospital,
Williams is pursuing a
master's degree in hospital

Janis L. Wilson

1976
Grace Rawles Fountain
(BBA) married Robert
Fou ntain in 1997. They are
the parents of Wike Jennings
Fountain, born July 8. Grace
is self-employed .
Richard Mabry (BBA) is assistant vice president of NBC
Capital Market Group Inc.
Lisa W. Reid (BSHE), senior
vice president of First Trust
Mortgage, is president of the
Memphis Mortgage Bankers
Association.

1977
Dr. Sheri Thompson
Carder (MA), marketing and
management professor at
Lake City (Fla.) Community
College, has been named
Professor of the Year by the
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Timothy L. Howard (BS,
MS '79) ofYorba Linda,
Calif., has been elevated to
associate fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.

The Walter A. Barret Distinguished Service Award was presented
to two Federal Express Corp. officers: executive vice president
Dennis H. Jones (pictured above with President V. Lane Rawlins)
and president and CEO Frederick W Smith. UMS Educator of the
Year was Dr. R. Eugene Smith (at left), the University's vice president for business and finance.

UMS Bestows Its Highest Honors
The University of Memphis
Society selected two officers of
Federal Express Corp. to receive its
Walter A. Barret Distinguished
Service Award. Frederick W. Smith,
president and CEO, and Dennis H.
Jones (BBA '73, MS '74), executive
vice president for information and
logistics services, were honored at
the society's annual dinner in
February. Honored at the dinner as
the UMS Educator of the Year was
Dr. R. Eugene Smith (MA '65), the
University's vice president for business and finance.
Smith and Jones were recognized for their efforts to secure a
new technology center at the
Fogelman College of Business and
Economics as well as for their longtime support of partnerships with
the University.
This marks the first year the
Barret award has been given to two
people. The award is named for
Walter A. Barret, a retired banking
executive and former president of
36

UMS, which is an academic support
organization composed of alumni
and friends of the University.
Fred Smith, a graduate of Yale
University, founded Federal
Express as a small package airline
in 1971. It now is part of FDX, a
$16 billion global transportation
and logistics holding company
which includes RPS, Viking Freight,
Roberts Express, Caliber Logistics
and Caliber Technology.
Jones, who has a master's
degree in accounting and finance,
joined FedEx in 1975 and became a
vice president in 1986 and executive ·
vice president in 1998. He heads
FDX's logistics, information technology and electronic commerce as well
as information systems processing,
systems engineering,.-and software
development and design.
Jones serves on the Alumni
Association's board of directors. He
was the first recipient of the
Fogelman College's Distinguished
Executive of the Year Award and is

a member of the college's Dean's
Executive Advisory Council.
Eugene Smith joined the
University in 1963 as an internal
auditor and later became budget
director and business manager. He
was appointed vice president in
1971.
Smith has been instrumental
in expanding the University's campus and is credited with guiding a
building program that includes
more than 20 major construction
projects during the last 25 years.
Smith is former president of
both the Southern Association of
College and University Business
Officers and the National
Association of College and
University Business Officers. He
has served on several committees of
the Tennessee Higher Education
Commission, including panels on
employee benefits, athletics and
business affairs.

Anthony V. Kain (MAT)
and Lea Kain are the
parents of Leslie Meridan
Kain, born Dec. 22. They
live in Las Vegas, where
Anthony is an arts specialist with the Clark County
School District and Lea is a
permit specialist for the
Clark County Health
District.
Dr. David Smalley (MS,
PhD '81) received the Society
for Armed Forces Medical
Laboratory Scientists Award
for contributions to laboratory medicine by a member of
the armed forces reserves or
National Guard. A lieutenant colonel in the Army
Reserves, he is an instructor
in the Army Command and
General Staff College. In
his civilian career, Smalley
was professor of pathology
at the University of
Tennessee, Memphis, and
received the Roche
Boehringer-Mannheim
Award for Outstanding
Contribution in Research and
Development for 1998.

1979
Mavis Snyder (BA, MS '82),
director of therapeutic
foster care for Youth Villages,
is on the national board of
directors of the Foster
Family-Based Treatment
Association.
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Terri Lowery (BBA) was
promoted to vice president of
development for the
Orpheum Theatre.

Florida Association of Community Colleges.

1978
Jeff Doyle (BA) has published his first book, CCIE
Professional Development:
Routing TCP I IP Vol. 1, and
is working on volume 2. He is
a senior network systems
consultant with International Network Services. Doyle
and his wife, Sara Harbuck
Doyle (BSEd '84), live in
Denver and have four children.
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Mavis Snyder

1980
Dale Bowling (BBA) is
Insouth Bank's Memphis city
president.
Laurie Petrick Flynn
(BA) won a 1998 silver
award at the Admissions
Advertising Awards national
competition for the magazine
she edits at The Wheeler
School in Providence, R.I.
Window on Wheeler also is
featured in the book Creative
Newsletters and Annual
Reports.

Carole Turner Watkins
(BFA) and Michael B.
Watkins (BBA) are the parents of triplets Matthew
Robert, Molly Blair and
Rachel Jo, born Feb. 23,
1998.

1982
Ronald Glenn Hall (BSEE)
is an electrical engineer with
Bosch Telecom Inc. He and
his wife, Kathy Carpenter
Hall (BSEd '82), live in Cary,
N.C.

Troy E. Thomas (BSEd) is a
senior radiological lab technician for Lockheed Martin at
the U.S. Department of Energy Uranium Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Portsmouth,
Ohio.

Greg Hembree (BBA) was
elected solicitor of the 15th
Judicial Circuit, the chief
prosecuting attorney for
Horry and Georgetown
Counties, S.C. He defeated a
two-term incumbent in the
November general election.

James R. Trimbach (BBA)
is supervisory special agent
with the FBI and trains new
agents at the FBI Academy
in Quantico, Va.

John Garner (BA, MPA '90),
director of the Shelby County
911 District, was appointed
to the Tennessee Emergency
Communications Board by
Gov. Don Sundquist and
elected first chair by its
members.
Steve Groom (JD) has
joined the law firm of
Farris, Warfield & Kanaday
PLC of Nashville. Previously
he was managing attorney for SunTrust Banks
Inc.

Steve Groom

Rick Lemler (MCRP)
earned a doctorate in health,
physical education and recreation from the University of
New Mexico. He lives in
Albuquerque, N.M.

Dr. G. Ted Taylor

1983
Chinisha Dean (BSET) and
Learinzia Dean Jr. are the
parents of a son, Chavion
Learinz Dean, born Aug. 5.
1984
Dr. Otis Clayton (MA)
earned a doctorate from
Vanderbilt University and
teaches social studies at
Humes Middle School.

Greg Hembree

Anna Olswanger's (MA)
latest short stories appear in
the magazines The Young
Judean, Papyrus: The
Writer's Craftletter Featuring
the Black Experience,
Lonzie's Fried Chicken: A
Journal of Accessible
Southern Fiction and Poetry,
and online at The Purple
Crayon: A Children's Book
Editor's Site.
Dr. G. Ted Taylor (EdD) is
associate professor of
Christian studies at
Campbellsville University in
Kentucky. Before joining the
university in 1994, Taylor
served as a minister of education at churches in
Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky.

Peter B. Collins (JD) is
lieutenant colonel in the
Marine Corps.
David L. Moss (JD) opened
law offices in Chattanooga,
focusing his practice on civil
litigation, employment law
and construction law in both
Tennessee and Georgia.
James M. Torode (BBA) is
manager of the private client
group for Brookfield Grace
Inc.

1985
Colleen Van Fossen (BBA)
is an academic adviser at
Nashville State Technical
Institute. She earned an
MEd degree from Middle
Tennessee State University.
She has three children:
Hannah, Harrison and Zoe.
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1986
David and Angie Moss had a
son, Parker Davis Moss, Sept.
3. David (BEA) is a territory
manager for Schering-Plough
Inc. and Angie (BSEd '87) is a
vice president with CMC Inc.
1987
Tina Watkins Almond (BA)
and her husband Greg are the
parents of Seth Elliott
Almond, born Feb. 24, 1998.
They live in Cordova.
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'89, PhD '91) and his wife,
Jennifer Glass Reddick (BA
'91, MA '93) are the parents of
Samuel James, born Nov. 25.
They also have another son,
David.

Cynthia Thomas-Murden
(BA) is a realtor associate with
Crye Leike Realtors' Cordova
office. Married to Danny
Murden and the mother of two
sons, she volunteers for the
Career Closet and the
Memphis Zoo.

Mark Crenshaw (BSEE, MS
'88) of Tempe, Ariz., is a software engineer with SOS
Technical-Raytheon Co. He
also volunteers at the Out
of Africa Wildlife Park in
Fountain Hills , Ariz., and
is a member of the American
Association of Zookeepers.
Gregory T. Davis (EBA) is a
territory manager for Allergan
Surgical Products. His wife ,
Cynthia M. Davis (BEA '88),
works with Virgin's Nursery in
Union City, Tenn., and
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Ingrid Smithey Fulmer
(EBA) is pursuing a doctorate
in management at Vanderbilt
University.
Melanie Whitelaw Newton
(BA) and her husband Duke
had a son, Noah Tucker, on
Aug. 25 . They live in Soham,
Cambridgeshire, England.
Denise Dempsey Webb
(BSEd) of Corinth, Miss., is
teaching at Corinth Junior
High School. Her daughter,
Anna Kayte, was born in
February, 1998 and was welcomed by two brothers, Josh
and Kyle. Denise received her
master's degree in educational
administration from the
University of Mississippi.

1988
Marilyn J. Califf (MA)
had a photograph displayed in
the Arts on the River exhibit
at the Savannah College of Art
in Georgia. She also has published articles in Memphis
Magazine and Worldlinks, a
Michigan publication.
Dr. Gene Reddick (BS, MS
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Cynthia Thomas-Murden

Kim Bell Tupy (BA) is corporate human resource manager
for J.R. Jurgensen & Affiliated
Companies in Cincinnati.

1989
Vickey Blythe-McLendon
(BSEd) is a pilot for Business
Express Airlines. She and her
husband Michael have two
sons, Hunter and Sadler.
Carol Pafford Buss (BM,
BSEE '93) is an electrical
engineer and project designer
with Fisher & Arnold Inc.
Her husband, Gary Buss
(BSEd), earned a master's
degree in multiple woodwinds
from the University of South
Carolina and teaches music
in the Memphis City
Schools.
Lauren Ellison (BA) is an
account executive with Sprint
PCS.
Carol Fulger (MPA) was
named by the Memphis
Business Journal as one of its
Top 40 Under 40 honorees.
She is administrative director
of clinical services at Methodist Healthcare South
Hospital.

1993
Lt. John H. Clark (EBA)
graduated from the Navy's
Submarine Officer Basic
Course in Groton, Conn.

won first prize in a Baltimore
Writers' Alliance literary contest.

Carol Fulger

Tim Morris (BS, MEd '94)
and Julie Boehms Morris
(BA '88, MAT '91) announce
the birth of Cayce Anne
Morris on March 31, 1998.
She has a brother Gregg. Tim
is a teacher and coach at
Cordova High School; Julie
teaches at E.E. Jeter
Elementary.

Brian J. Willett

1992
Gregory Blackwell (BA) is
Alton Thompson

1991
Beverly C. Austin (BPS)
has been appointed a mediator with the U.S. Postal
Service R.E.D.R.E.S.S.
program.

1990
Bethany Huffman (EBA) is
senior manager of the
Memphis office of Deloitte &
Touche LLP.
Monica Ward Lothrop
(MBA) of Norristown, Pa.,
joined the advisory board of
the Norristown Salvation
Army and is treasurer of
Superkids of Montgomery
County Inc. She is hosting an
exchange student from
Finland for the academic year.
Mindy Okeon Sorin (JD)
is director of development
for the Jewish Foundation of
Memphis. Previously she
was interim president of the
Methodist Le Bonheur
Healthcare Foundation and
director of development for
Le Bonheur Children's
Medical Center.
Alton Thompson (MM) of
Baltimore presented a new
work at the Conductors'
Guild annual conference in
Los Angeles. He is on the conducting staff of the Penn's
Woods Festival Orchestra at
Penn State University, and
holds a doctorate in conducting from the Peabody
Conservatory of Music. His
thesis on C.P.E. Bach was published, and the opening chapter of a novel he has in
progress, Baltimore Nocturne ,

Beverly C. Austin

Scott Bingham (BSCE)
and Susan Hamrick
Bingham (BSEd '92), are
the parents of Harrison
Scott Bingham, born June
21.
Kristin Carrier McElroy
(BEA) and Ted A. McElroy
are the parents of sons,
William Henry "Hank "
McElroy and Alexander
Joseph "Alex" McElroy, born
April 4, 1998. They live in
Tifton, Ga.
A. George Vrooman Jr.
(BEA) is quality manager
for Ingersoll-Rand, Waterjet
Systems, in Baxter Springs,
Kan. He lives in Joplin,
Mo., with his wife Wendy
and children, Gregory and
Melissa.
Brian J. Willett (JD) of
Granbury, Texas, has been
board certified in the area of
criminal law in Texas.
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director of communications
for the Nokia Sugar Bowl. He
lives in New Orleans.

Keith S. Carver Jr. (BA)
and Hollianne Holmes
Carver (BSEd '95) had a
daughter, Carson Elizabeth,
Nov. 1. Keith is assistant
director of development and
alumni affairs at the
University of Tennessee's
College of Law in Knoxville.
Hollianne teaches honors
math at New Center Middle
School in Sevierville, Tenn.
William W. Ferguson (BA)
teaches special education at
Richard E. Byrd Middle
School in Tulsa, Okla.
Capt. Mary Margaret
Kenyon (BA) participated
in Operation Desert Fox
while assigned to the 31st
Marine Expeditionary Unit.
Kenyon's unit is based in
Okinawa, Japan.
Sharon Peterson (EBA) is
Mrs. DuPage County (Ill.)
United Nations and was
fourth runner-up in the state
competition.
John Vollmer (BSET) and
Melissa Bartram ('94) were
married in 1997. They live in
the Houston area, where
John is a pilot for Continental Airlines and Melissa is
a nurse.
Nancy Williams (MS), executive director of the Memphis Child Advocacy Center,
received the Commissioner's
Award at the National
Conference on Child Abuse
and Neglect.
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Russell Andrew
Humphrey (BA, JD '97) is
executive assistant for policy
and research/counsel for Lt.
Gov. John S. Wilder. Formerly with the law firm of Crone
& Mason PLC, Humphrey
served as campaign coordinator for Chief Justice E. Riley
Anderson of the Tennessee
Supreme Court.
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Tyler Lee Dietrich, born
July 13.

Dannye Goodroe Williamsen (BA) of Prophetstown,
Ill., published a thriller,
Illusions. She also has compiled a book of poetry,
Uncertainty: The poetic
refl,ections of a woman's journey from youth to mid-life.

1996
John Dougan (MA) has
written Memphis, a photographic history of the city.
The book is part of the
Images of America series.
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U of M's Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, is
communications coordinator
for The Hutchison School.

Monika Johnson (JD) is an
assistant district attorney
with the General Sessions
Criminal Court. Previously
she was an associate attorney with the Petkoff &
Lancaster law firm.
Emily Krausser (BS) is an
education specialist with the
Children's Museum of
Memphis.

Joey Senat (MA) is an assistant professor of journalism
at Oklahoma State University. His wife, Tracy C.
Senat (MA '91,) is director of
communications and public
relations for the Oklahoma
State Alumni Association.
Gay Spears CDMA) was
named Tennessee Composer
of the Year by the Tennessee
Music Teachers Association.
The association commissioned a music work which
premiered at Lee University
in Cleveland, Tenn. She
received an Arkansas Arts
Council Fellowship in 1997
and a special commendation
in 1998 as an outstanding
Arkansas composer and
musician. Spears lives in
Jonesboro, Ark., with her
husband Jared and their
daughter, Katherine.

1994
Jennifer Filbert Carter
(BSEd) and Kevin Carter
(BPS) announce the birth of
their daughter, Lindsay
Paige, on Sept. 30. They also
have a son, Josh.

Denise D. Chrzanowski
(BSN) earned an MSN from
the University of Tennessee,
Memphis. She and her husband live in Monterey, Calif.,
where she is an acute/critical
care nurse practitioner at
Doctors on Duty.

1995
Todd Dietrich (BA) and
Cynthia Smith Dietrich
(BA '90), are the parents of

A close loss to the University of Houston couldn't dampen the spirits of (from left)
Terry Morris (BBA '91), Rhonda Garvey (BS '95), Jo Byrd Tucker (BSEd '82) and
Charles Tucker (MBA '81 ), who attended alumni festivities consisting of a pre-game
gathering at the Flying Saucer and a party at Breckenridge Brewery and Pub.

Kara Winsett Gibson (MA)
and her husband Hunter had
a daughter, Kaely Celeste, on
Aug. 11.
Charlotte L. Zoccola (BEA)
is a personal information
agent for the personnel division of Federal Express Corp.

1997
Jennifer Clapp (MBA) is
business manager for the
Cecil C. Humphreys School
of Law.
Amy Elizabeth Dudley
(BEA) is an account executive with Media Direct.
Jennifer Jaudon (BA), who
previously worked for The

Rodney Miller (JD) opened
law offices in downtown
Cleveland, Tenn. He and his
wife, Dana E. Miller (MS
'98), live in Cleveland.
Erin D. Pickens (BA) is
a reporter for WHBQ-TV
Fox 13.

1998
Allison Franck Harpel
(BS) is a credit analyst with
Appleton Papers in Appleton,
Wis. She handles all domestic accounts for the company.
Virginia Stallworth (MA)
is development and community relations director for
the Memphis Child Advocacy Center.
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The University of Memphis Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families and friends of these individuals:

Edward M. James '55, Nov. '98
Irvin W. Combs Jr. '56, Feb. '99
Ora York Dixon '59, Dec. '98
Jacquelyn H. Staten '59, '78, Jan. '99

Forrest B. Durand '76, Dec. '98
Charles I. Mercer '78, '80, Dec. '98

THE UNIVERSITY
OF MEMPHIS
T IGER CLUBS

1980s-90s

Alumni
1960s-70s

(Listed alphabetically by graduation
date)

1920s-30s

William Wilson Mount '30, Dec. '98
L. Nelms Johnson '38, Oct. '98
1940s-50s

William A. Derington Jr. '40,
Dec. '98
Emma M. Thomas '42, Nov. '98
Frank H. Shawhan '49, Jan '99
Darrell L. Henning '50, '54, Dec. '98
Lois M. Medling '50, Nov. '98
L. Hall Crawford '51, Feb. '99
Ann Thornton Edwards '51, Feb. '99
Ray V. Madden Jr. '51, Dec. '98

Charlotte H. Edmondson '60, '62,
Jan. '99
Donald E. Barber '61, Nov. '98
Mary Paulyne Bargery '61,
Oct. '98
Joe M. Warlick '6 1, Feb. '99
Patricia Reid Warren '61, Jan. '99
Charles L. Cousins '64, Dec. '98
Modena R. Raines '66, Jan. '99
Dr. James F. Allbritten '68, Dec. '98
Stancel 0. Odom '68, Dec. '98
Rev. William L. Bell '69, Nov. '98
Patricia Livingston Parrish '69,
Jan. '99
Gilbert A. Brown '70, '73, Nov. '98
Janie T. Cartwright '70, Feb. '99
George E. Boyd '71, Dec. '98
Vernisteen Lloyd Simon '71,
Dec. '98

Lisa C. Hutchens '85, Feb. '99
Aaron Price '86, Nov. '98
William A. Burrell '87, Jan. '99
Bonnie L. Colvett '88, '90, Dec. '98
Robert A. Lewis Jr. '97, Feb. '99

The University of Memphis has a proud athletic tradition , hi g hli ghted by scores of conference
and reg ional champio nships in more than 16 va rsity sports. Thanks to ge nerous private-sector
contributions, Tiger Clubs continue to p lay an integral part in sustaining that outstanding tradition .

Faculty/Staff

As the central fund-raising organ ization in support of Memphis athletics , Tige r C lubs' mission is

Helen L. Hill, Jan. '99
Ruth R. Hughes, Feb. '99

clea r - to provide a base of fu nd -raising services for alumni and friends who support Tige r Athletic
programs . One way yo u as an alumni ca n assist Tiger C lubs in our quest to become an athletic

Friends
program all alumni ca n be proud of is through an annua l contribu tion. For as little as $50 you can join Tige r Clubs and help :

Hugh F. Carey Jr., Dec. '98
Sam Cooper, Jan. '99
Bill Donigan, Jan. '99
Alvin M. Gardner, Feb. '99
Harold C. Streibich, Jan. '99
Mabel B. Topper, Jan. '99

• Fund the men's and women's basketball , cross-cou ntry, go lf, socce r, tennis, track

&

field , baseball , rifle,

football and volleyball programs.
• Extend sc holarsh ip opportunities to over 275 male and fe male student-athl etes.
• Fund th e equ ipm e nt, travel & recruiting budgets for all 16 teams to assure that the coaching
staffs are ab le to co mpete o n a nati o nal basis.
Contributors to the Tiger C lubs may receive many benefits,
including priority seating for regular season home athletic
events and post-season ga mes, automobile decals,

ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

recognition in football ga me programs , invitations
to special fun ctio ns and other desirabl e items.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Stephen W. Vescovo (BBA 'TT, JD '80), President; J. Kenneth

CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS: Arts & Sciences: Ray Clapsadle, BS '85, MS '87, PhD

Hazen (BBA '75), President-elect; Patrick N. Lloyd (BBA '76),Treasurer ; Harold W. Byrd

'94; AUSLP: Rena Booth, BBA '89, MA '93; Band: Jan Crenshaw (BPS '91 ); Business

(BBA '71, MS '75), Past President; Joyce McAnulty Blackmon (BS '66, MEd '70); Homer

& Economics: Gayle Powelson, BBA '81 , MBA '97; Education: Marilyn Powell, BS '58,

B. Branan (BBA '68, BL '68); Larry P. Cox (BBA '69, MBA '73); Bernice Bouie Donald

MEd '71, EdD '76; Emeriti: David A. Collins, MA '62; Engineering: Barbara Wilson, BS

(JD'79);BobEoff(BA'71);JlmmleD.Fou1sSr.(BBA'63);MikeGaribaldi(BA'75);Rlchard

'86, MBA '93; Journalism: Kini Kedigh, BA '76; Law: Art Quinn, JD '78; Luther C.

Glassman (BS '69, JD '72); Shirley H. Hilliard (BSEd '74, MEd '77, EdD '97); J. Kevin

McClellan: Sandra Hamer, BA '89; Nursing:Tammy Keough, BSN '96; Student Alumni

Hyneman ('83); Dennis H. Jones (BBA '73, MS '74); PatrickW. Lawler (BA ·n, MS '81);

Association : Chancellor Rudgley; University College: Rose Klimek, BPS '85;Women's

John T. Lawrence (BS '70); Rick Masson (BA '78, MS '87) ; Marsha McDonald (BA '73);

Leadership Council: Patricia "Patti" Spicci, MEd '84; Young Alumni Council: Darrin

Gaelin D. Neely (BBA '84); P.T. "Pete" Pinckney (BBA '62); Barbara Prescott (BSEd '71 ,

Devault, BA '93

U OF M CLUBS: Atlanta:Tom Capon, BBA '70; Bartlett: Kay Price, BBA '64; Big Hatchie
(Covington): C. Mike Travis, BS ·n; Birmingham: Dewayne Nix, BSEd '72; Chattanooga:

AT•LARGE COUNCIL MEMBERS: Henri Brooks, BSEd '72; Carol Chumney, BA '83,

To become an active member of the Ti ger Clubs, fi ll out the form be low and return it along with your donation to :
Tiger Clubs, The University of Memphis, 570 Normal , Su ite I 09, Memphis, TN 38 152. For more informatio n cal l 90 1/678-2334.

Tiger Club Levels

MEd '73); Ken Sossaman (BBA '75); Johnnie Turner (MEd '71); Jeanette W.Watkins (BSEd
'69); James T. "Tom"Watson (BBA '70); Walter J. Winfrey (BA '81)

TIGE R CLUB MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

TBA; Collierville: Lillie Matlock, MS '85; Dallas/Ft. Worth : Brian Kelley, BBA '69; Eastern

JD '86; Vivian carter Dillihunt, BSEd '70, MEd '72, EdD '86 ; Florence Crenshaw Hall,

Arkansas: Carlton Coveny, BA '88; Germantown: Jo Byrd Tucker, BSEd '82; Houston:

BS '89; William "Trip" Jones Ill, BSET ·n, MS '86; Bruce E. Williams, BA ·n ,JD '81

Sam Blustein, BSEE '75; Jackson, Tenn.: Jim Murdaugh, '70; Nashville: Houston Davis,

$50 ........ Tiger Associate
$250 ......... .Tiger Tracker
$500 ............. .Tom's Club

BA '95

$1 000 ........ Bengal Tiger

DISTRICT COUNCIL MEMBERS: Libby A. Hyatt Armstrong, BBA '61 (Nashville);
Harvey Berkowitz, BBA '69 (Atlanta); Dennis J. Biodrowski, BS '63 (Dallas/Ft. Worth) ;

ALUMNI STAFF: Associate Vice President for Development and Alumni Affairs, Daniel

RobertW. Csnfield Jr., BBA '59 (Boston);Tom Gerdes, BBA '61 (Denver); Brad Hancock,

P. Thiel ; Director of Alumni Programs, Wayne Andrews; Communications Coordinator,

BBA '80 (Jackson,Tenn.); Rick Kale, BSEd '72 (Jackson, Miss.); Carey Mulwee, BSCE

Gabrielle Maxey, BA '80; Community Affairs Coordinator, Kathy O'Gwin, BA '74; Director

'73 (St. Louis); Harry A. Paulk, BS '60 (Chattanooga)

of Annual Giving, Jeannie Byassee; Program Coordinator, Laurie Laing, BA '92

$2500 ........Striped Tiger

$25,000 ........ .... Platinum
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$5000 ..........Super Tiger
$10,000 ......Scholarship
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